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FOREWORD 

This report on the status of the Environmental Council's authority to issue declaratory 
rulings is submitted to the Legis1ature pursuant to Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 178, 
S.D. 1, which was adopted during the Regular Session of 1989. 

This report would not have been possible without the assistance of the many 
individuals and organizations that contributed their time and effort toward its development. 
The Bureau wishes to acknowledge the contributions of the Office of the State Attorney 
General, Chairman and the members of the Environmental Council, the Director and staff of 
the Office of Environmental Quality Control, the Environmental Center, the University of 
Hawaii School of Law, and the Office of State Planning. The Bureau also extends its 
gratitude to Natural Resources Defense Council, the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, the 
Conservation Council, the American Lung Association, the Council on Environmental Quality, 
the Executive Director of the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board, and the various state 
environmental impact statement programs that submitted valuable information and offered 
helpful suggestions toward the development of the recommendations in this report . 

December 1989 

Samuel B. K. Chang 
Director 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 178, S.D. 1 (Appendix A), adopted by the 
Legislature during the 1989 Regular Session, requests the Legislative Reference Bureau to 
study the issues causing uncertainty over the Environmental Council's authority to issue 
declaratory rulings on its own motion or upon request. The Bureau is requested to submit a 
report containing possible recommendations to mitigate this uncertainty to the law to the 1990 
Legislature. 

S.C.R. No. 178 notes that Hawaii's environmental impact statement law1 was 
established to create an environmental review process which was designed to integrate the 
analysis of environmental impacts with the planning process of the State and the counties . 
The concurrent resolution also notes that the Environmental Council2 was created to 
coordinate this process and to adopt, amend, and repeal rules to determine and maintain the 
quality of Hawaii's environment. Composed of not more than fifteen members appointed by 
the Governor (including the Director of Environmental Quality Control serving in an ex officio 
capacity), the Environmental Council was established to administer Hawaii's environmental 
impact statement (EIS) law. 

While the powers of the Council are indeed broad and far-reaching, concern soon 
arose over the level of oversight often exercised by the Council in matters generally 
understood to fall under the functional responsibilities of state and county agencies engaged 
in evaluating the environmental impacts of government-initiated or other regulated actions. Of 
particular concern was the Council's periodic use of its power--as an administrative agency3 -
to issue declaratory rulings in judgment of decisions made by lead agencies engaged in the 
process of environmental impact analysis. The concurrent resolution notes that section 
11-201-25, Hawaii Administrative Rules--which was adopted by the Council--delineates rules 
for the issuance of such rulings to "terminate controversies or remove uncertainty" under the 
environmental impact statement law. 

While the Council was seldom called upon to render such judgments, declaratory 
rulings were, on occasion, issued by the Council to clarify various ambiguities in the law or to 
settle disputes over issues ranging in significance from relatively minor to highly controversial. 
Over the years, however, it increasingly became an accepted practice for aggrieved parties 
and individuals to petition the Council to exercise its "power" to contest or question, on their 
behalf, the propriety of a state or county agency's decision to issue a negative declaration--a 
negative declaration being an agency's determination based on an environmental assessment 
that the subject action will not have a significant effect on the environment and, therefore, will 
not require the preparation of an environmental impact statement.4 While the Council's 
practice of ruling on agency-issued negative declarations became the most visible and 
certainly the most controversial matter subjected to reexamination by the Council, other 
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applications of the Council's power to rule were also brought into question .s Judgments 

rendered by the Council in such cases have often resulted in reversals of agency decisions.6 

Whereas the Council found this device to be an efficient and inexpensive alternative to 

bringing action in court, other parties involved in the process, including applicants and 

governmental agencies, considered this authority to be unwarranted and generally intrusive 

upon an agency's affairs. 

Controversy over the Council's actions led to questions as to the actual propriety of 

the Council's use of this power overrule the decisions of agencies during the EIS process. 

While certain parties contend that the power overrule is a prerogative of the Council's position 

as the protector of environmental quality, explicit language granting the Council this power 

under the environmental impact statement law is conspicuously absent. In addition, as the 

concurrent resolution notes, S.B. No. 2860, S.D. 1, H.D. 1, C.D. 1, one of several measures 

passed by the Legislature to clarify the Council's authority in this matter, was, like its earlier 

counterparts, vetoed by the governor in 1988. 

The controversy over the Council's authority to exercise such oversight rose to a level 

such that the opinion of the state Attorney General was solicited. Senate Standing Committee 

Report No. 1637 (Appendix A) notes that: 

The Environmental Commission (sic) was recently advised by a 
deputy attorney general that it could no longer issue declaratory 
rulings. This conflicts with the Commission's (sic) past practice 
of issuing such rulings and poses a serious administrative 
deficiency in the present environmental process. 

While the restrictions in the Attorney General's advice? are not as broad as the 

committee report implies,S certain restraints on the use declaratory orders by the Council 

were recommended. Disagreements over the status of the Council's power to issue 

declaratory rulings have led to a particularly contentious situation between the Environmental 

Council and the Office of the State Attorney General. Frustration on behalf of the proponents 

of the Council's authority has resulted in questions as to the effectiveness of an 

environmental board that lacks the power to enforce the EIS law. Central to the intensity of 

this controversy is the belief that this lack of authority is, as the committee report claims, "a 

serious administrative deficiency". 

The purpose of this report is to discuss the issues contributing to the "uncertainty" of 

the Environmental Council's authority to issue declaratory rulings under the environmental 

impact statement law. Chapter 2 presents a brief history of the State's environmental impact 

statement law and reviews the functions of the principal environmental agencies involved in 

the process. Chapter 3 focuses on the issue of declaratory rulings and reviews, the views of 

the parties, and the history of the effort by the Council to acquire the authority to exercise this 

power. Chapter 4 reviews the environmental impact statement programs of several other 
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INTRODUCTION 

jurisdictions with an emphasis on the roles performed by the agencies in charge of 
administering these programs. Chapter 5 discusses several of the alternatives available for 
consideration, and Chapter 6 summarizes and concludes the report. 

ENDNOTES 

1. Hawaii Rev. Stat., ch. 343. 

2. Hawaii Rev. Stat. , sec. 341-3. 

3. Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec . 91-8, allows any person to petition an agency for a declaratory order as to the 
applicability of any statutory provision or of any rule or order of the agency. 

4. Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec. 343-2. 

5. For example, petitions requesting the Council to rule on : (11 the adequacy of an EIS; (2) whether and when an 
environmental assessment and notice of determination may a~ may not ba required:. and ('3) whettler a 
supplemental EIS was necessary . 

6. It should be noted that, in some instances, lead a!jlencies haye disregarded the Council's onders. 

7/. Memorar.Jdum from Sonia Faust , Deputy Attorney General, to Geoqg~J . Krasnick, Chairman, Envir;onmental 
Council, February '1161 1i988, and MemQllandum from Leslie Chow, Deputy Attorney General, to George J. 
Krasnic~ Chairman, Envirronmental Couf.lcil , December 5, 1•988 . 

8! ltl1Fasi v. Hawaii Public 1Employ1111e11t Relations Board, 60 IHaw. 443 (19nl) , the Hawaii Supreme Court ruled 
that an ag,arrcy may. isswe a declaratory ruling on questi01i15 which• wowld be relevant to some action which that 
agency mig_bt take in ttre exercise mf its powers. 
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Chapter 2 

THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
PROCESS IN HAW All 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief review of Hawaii's environmental 
impact statement (EIS) system. Special emphasis will be placed on analyzing the 
organizational structure of the agencies established to administer the EIS process. A 
schematic diagram of the EIS process is included as Appendix B. 

Hawaii's Environmental Impact Statement Law 

Recognizing that the quality of Hawaii's environment is "important to the welfare of the 
people" and that maintaining this quality "deserves the most intensive care", the Legislature 
passed S.B. No. 1132 which was approved by the Governor as Act 132, Session Laws of 
Hawaii 1970. The purpose of the Act was to "stimulate, expand, and coordinate efforts" to 
protect the environment. Act 132 established chapter 341, Hawaii Revised Statutes, which in 
turn established the Office of Environmental Quality Control (OEQC), the Ecology or 
Environmental Center, and the Environmental Council. 

The OEQC was established to serve the Governor in an "advisory capacity on all 
matters relating to environmental quality control" .1 The Ecology or Environmental Center 
was created to "stimulate, expand, and coordinate education, research, and service efforts of 
the University of Hawaii related to ecological relationships, natural resources, and 
environmental quality" .2 

Under the law,3 the Environmental Council was established to: 

(1) Serve as a liaison between the director (of the OEOC] and the general public by 
soliciting information, opinions, complaints, recommendations, and advice concerning 
ecology and environmental quality through public hearings or any other means and by 
publicizing such matters as requested by the director; and 

(2) Make recommendations concerning ecology and environmental quality to the director. 
(Bracketed material added.) 

Under the law, the Environmental Council consisted of fifteen members.4 With the 
exception of the Director of the OEQC, who served as the Council chairperson, the members 
were appointed by the Governor for terms of not more than four years. To assure a broad and 
balanced representation of interests and vocations, the law further required that the Council 
be composed of members skilled in a wide variety of disciplines.5 
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In 1974, H.B. No. 2067 was passed by the Legislature and approved by the Governor 
as Act 246, Session Laws of Hawaii 1974. Act 246 was codified as chapter 343, Hawaii 
Revised Statutes, which in turn established the state Environmental Quality Commission 
(EQC) and Hawaii's environmental impact statement process. According to the law, the EQC 
was established to "make, amend, or repeal rules and regulations" and to administer the 
chapter.6 Under the law, the EQC consisted of ten members appointed by the Governor; 
and, as an ex officio voting member, the Director of the OEQC. The law required the 
Governor to appoint the Chairperson of the EQC. 

As noted earlier, the law also established the state EIS process. The law required 
state and county agencies proposing to implement certain actions to determine at the earliest 
practicable time, whether an EIS would be necessary. The law provided, however, that an 
EIS "shall be required only if the agency finds that the proposed action may have a 
significant effect on the environment".7 The law required agencies to file a "notice of 
determination" with the EQC containing the agency's decision as to whether or not an, EIS 
was needed to study the possible impacts of the action.B The law established a sixty day 
time period for the initiation of judicial proceedings to appeal any agency determination that 
an EIS was or was not required.9 

Following public comment on an EIS, the EQC, when requested by an agency, could 
make a recommendation as to the acceptability of the final EIS.1 o The final authority as to 
the acceptability of the EIS rested with either the Governor or the Mayor of the county 
proposing the action. 

Similar requirements were established for applicant actions subject to agency 
approval. In cases where an applicant's EIS was not accepted by an agency, however, the 
law permitted the applicant to appeal this ruling to the EQC. The law required the agency to 
abide by the EQC's decision.11 

The functions of the EQC were outlined as follows: 

(1) Inform the public of notices filed by agencies of determinations that statements 
are required or not required; and 

(2) Inform the public of the availability of statements for review and comments; and 

(3) Inform the public of the acceptance or non-acceptance of statements. 

In response to growing concern and criticism over the complexity of environmental 
impact statement process, discussions regarding possible improvements to the process 
began between the Environmental Council and the EQC in the early 1980s.12 Several 
measures to reorganize EIS system began appearing before the Legislature during this 
period. 
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In August 1982, the Council held an open meeting on the matter of reorganization to 

solicit comments and suggestions from the public . As a result of these discussions, the 

environmental agencies of the State unanimously agreed that there was a critical need to 

consolidate and streamline the functions of the agencies involved in the process.13 Public 

testimony on the matter revealed that there existed much confusion over the functions and 

duties of the three agencies in the EIS process . Additionally , the State Interagency Task 

Force on Permit Simplification found that, to prevent duplication and confusion, and to lessen 

the paperwork, there was a need to distinguish between the roles of OEQC, the EQC, and the 

Environmental Council in the EIS process.14 

As a result of these meetings, an agreement was established to propose legislation 

that would abolish the EQC, and transfer its duties to the OEQC and the Council. Under the 

law, the EQC was responsible for routine administrative functions, rulemaking, and limited 

decision-making duties. Under the new proposal the routine administrative functions would 

be transferred to the OEQC, and the rulemaking functions would be transferred to the 

Council. With this transfer of authority, the the role of the Council would be converted from 

being strictly advisory to one with actual rulemaking and limited decision-making duties over 

agency-rejected, applicant-prepared final EISs. 

Act 140, Session Laws of Hawaii 1983, abolished the EQC and reassigned its 

responsibilities to the OEQC and the Council. The Act terminated the terms of the members 

of the EQC and the Council and required that the new membership of the Council include a 

minimum of ten former members of the EQC and the Council. The Act required the rules of 

the EQC to remain in effect until superseded by rules adopted by the new Council. 

Although the Legislature charged the Council with the responsibility to adopt rules by 

which the EIS process might be implemented, other agencies were vested, with the exception 

of applicant-appeals of agency-rejected final EISs, with the power to implement these rules. 

Section 343-5, Hawaii Revised Statutes, does not empower the Council to implement these 

rules except in specific factual situations.15 Nowhere in the law is the Council directed to 

enforce or make judgments on the EIS law or rules . 

Amendments to Hawaii's EIS law have continued on a piecemeal basis over the years. 

While most amendments to the law carry some degree of significance to the EIS process, 

these changes may not have particular relevance to this study. The following chapter will 

focus specifically of the issue of the Environmental Council's authority to issue declaratory 

orders. 

ENDNOTES 

1. Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec. 341-3(a). 

2. Hawaii Rev. Stat. , sec. 341·3(b) . 
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3. Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec . 341-6. 

4. Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec. 341-3(c). 

5. Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec. 341-3(c). 

6. Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec. 343-3 (repealed). 

7. Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec. 343-4(b). 

8. Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec. 343-4(b). 

9. Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec. 343-6(b). 

10. Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec. 343-4(b). 

11. Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec. 343-4(c). 

12. Doak C~ Cox, Environmental Center, Testimony submitted to the House Committees on Energy, Ecology, and 
Environmental Protection and Water. Land Use. Development, and Hawaiian Affairs regarding, House Bill No. 
1573. Hawaii State Legislature. Regular Session of 1983. 

13. Jacqueline Parnell, Office of Envirm:'lmentall Quality Col'ltrol. Testimony submitted to the Senate Committee on 
Ecology. Emw.ironment. and Recreation regarding Senate Bill 1-.Jo. 1!279, Hawaii State Legislature. Regular 
Session of 1·983. 

14. Ibid. 

15. Memorandum from Leslie Chow, Deputy Attorney General, to George J. Krasnick, Chairman, Environmental 
Council, December 5, 1988. 
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Chapter 3 

DECLARATORY RULINGS 

Despite the "uncertainty" surrounding their authority to rule on appeals of agency 

decisions, declaratory rulings became a common practice of the Environmental Quality 

Commission (EQC) and the Environmental Council (Council) . The notion that clear authority, 

if not specifically provided for under the environmental impact statement (EIS) law, was at 

least provided for in general under the state Administrative Procedure Act, continues to be a 

belief held by some supporters of the Council's authority. While certain events such as a 

Hawaii Supreme Court ruling in 1979 and several advisories from the Office of the Attorney 

General have clarified the scope of declaratory rulings for the Council and all agencies in 

general, the controversy has not subsided. 

The purpose of this chapter is provide a brief history of the Council's effort to acquire 

the power to issue declaratory rulings on agency determinations in the EIS process. Also 

provided in this chapter is a compilation of the declaratory rulings issued by the EQC and the 

Council over the years. 

Declaratory Rulings: The Perspective of the Environmental Council 

From the perspective of the Council, the Environmental Center, the Office of 

Environmental Quality Control (OEQC), and presumably, most environmentally-active groups 

and individuals, the reasons in favor of permitting the Council to rule on agency 

determinations include: 

(1) The view that as the entity assigned to administer and adopt the rules for the 

EIS law, the Council should have broad powers of enforcement and oversight 

over the entire process; 

(2) The fact that most environmental organizations are nonprofit groups that have 

limited resources to expend on court challenges; 

(3) The view that Hawaii's courts generally classify cases involving the EIS law as 

"low priority", and that settling these cases out-of-court will relieve the courts of 

the burden to hear them; and 

(4) The fact that challenging the agency's decision in court is the only formal 

alternative identified under the law to question or comment on an agency's 

decision to require or not require an EIS. 
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As noted earlier, although declaratory rulings were used to examine a wide range of 
agency decisions, the most controversial application of this power by the Council, was its use 
to overrule agency-issued negative declarations. 

The start of the process begins when an agency, in accordance with the EIS law.~ 
makes a determination that the proposed action, on the basis of the agency's assessment, 
will or will not have a "significant effect"2 on the quality of the environment. On its judgment 
that the action will have no significant effect, an agency is required to announce its finding 
through the issuance of a negative declaration .3 Appendix C compares the number of EISs 
prepared to the number of negative declarations issued during a four-year period. 

In the past, parties aggrieved by an agency's decision were allowed to submit their 
grievances to the Council for consideration. While agencies and project developers, on 
occasion, have alleged that these efforts are frequently attempts to interfere with the progress 
of a proposed project, concerned groups and individuals contend that, without a full revie'f' of 
the possible impacts of the actions intended under certain projects, the project's potential of 
inflicting costly or perhaps irreparable damage on the environment will remain uncertain. 
Environmental groups generally take the view that an EIS is a disclosure document that is 
intended to educate the public and the government of the possible effects of a proposed 
action . Their intention in requesting the preparation of an EIS is not to stop the project; 
rather, their objective is to expose the alternatives available to develop the project in an 
environmentally-sound manner. 

Appendix D summarizes the actions brought before the Council over the years. Note 
that the Council's acceptance of petitions to rule was discontinued in 1988, following its 
receipt of the advisory opinion from the Attorney General. 

Although petitions to rule on agency determinations are no longer being processed by 
the Council, environmental groups have not relented in their conviction that the public should 
be permitted to contribute to the formulation of an agency's decision to require or not require 
an EIS. Without the assistance of the Council to contest agency determinations, however, 
concerned individuals have resorted to voicing their views in other ways. Appendices E and F 
contain brief accounts of two recent efforts by concerned parties--including a member of the 
state House of Representatives--to persuade agencies to prepare EISs to study the impacts of 
their proposed projects. The cases involve: (1) a negative declaration filed by the City and 
County of Honolulu Department of Public Works for the proposed "Pan Pacific Plaza"; and (2) 
a series of twenty-eight negative declarations issued by the state Department of 
Transportation for the expansion of the Kahului Airport. Included in Appendix F is House 
Concurrent Resolution No. 137, which was introduced during the 1989 Regular Session, to 
address the Kahului Airport issue. While it failed to pass the Legislature,4 the Concurrent 
Resolution discusses some of the concerns held by environmental groups and individuals 
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affected by the decisions of state and local agencies to issue negative declarations. The 

standing committee reportS also discusses the issue of declaratory rulings by the Council. 

Although the arguments in support of allowing the Council to rule on agency decisions 

are reasonable and completely straight-forward, serious problems have invariably foiled every 

attempt to empower the Council to exercise this deceptively simple authority. The following 

section will discuss the effort of the Council to acquire the authority to legitimately rule on 

agency decisions specifically with regard to the need, or lack thereof, to prepare an EIS . 

Declaratory Rulings and the Environmental Council 

By virtue of its status as an agency of the State, the Council, like its predecessor, the 

EQC, is granted certain administrative powers under the state Administrative Procedure Act, 

chapter 91, Hawaii Revised Statutes. Section 91-8, details the powers and duties of agencies 

with regard to the use of declaratory rulings, as follows: 

§91-8 Declaratory rulings by agencies. Any interested 

person may petition an agency for a declaratory order as to the 

applicability of any statutory provision or of any rule or order 

of the agency. Each agency shall adopt rules prescribing the form 

of the petitions and the procedure for their submission, 

consideration, and prompt disposition. Orders disposing of 

petitions in such cases shall have the same status as other 
agencies. 

As the agency assigned to administer the EIS process, the EQC developed and 

adopted rules to regulate the system. The EQC's "Rules of Practice and Procedure" outlines 

the standards, requirements, and operating procedures of the EIS system.6 Section 1:22, 

subpart D of the rules details the requirements for the issuance of declaratory rulings by the 

EQC. While rule 1:22 literally restates the language of section 91-8, Hawaii Revised Statutes, 

the EQC also included a specific provision to allow rulings on matters concerning "section 

4(d) and other applicable provisions of chapter 343, Hawaii Revised Statutes." Section 

343-4(d), Hawaii Revised Statutes, which was repealed in 1983, concerned the EQC's 

responsibility to designate a lead agency in situations where an applicant requested the 

approval of two or more agencies simultaneously. Inasmuch as the phrase "other applicable 

provisions of Chapter 343" modifies "section 4(d)," the proviso seems to limit itself in scope to 

issues relating to the EQC's responsibility to designate the lead agency in situations where 

this problem arises. 

While no provision of the EIS law or rules, with the exception of subsection 343-4(c), 

Hawaii Revised Statutes,? discussed the use of declaratory orders by the EQC to render 

judgments on the propriety of agency decisions, the use of this power to rule on such matters 

began quite early in the history of the EQC. It is important to point out, however, that 

10 
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submitting petitions to the EQC for rulings to reverse agency determinations has by no means 
been a tactic exercised exclusively by environmental groups seeking to overturn negative 
declarations. Indeed, among the first administrative rulings issued by the EQC shortly after it 
was established in 1974, was one initiated by an applicant aggrieved by an agency's order to 
prepare an EIS for the proposed action. The EQC ruled that agency had erred in its 
determination that an EIS was necessary and advised the agency to reverse its order to the 
applicant. 

With the abolition of EQC, the Environmental Council assumed the lead role in 
administering the EIS process. In accordance with the reorganization, the Council adopted 
new rules to administer the EIS system under its auspices. Chapter 11-200, Hawaii 
Administrative Rules, was adopted by the Council and became effective on December 6, 
1985.8 The historical note to the chapter states that the new rules were based substantially 
on the rules of the EOC.9 Rules relating to declaratory rulings by the Council appear under 
sections 11-201-21 to 11-201-25.10 Subchapter 7 of chapter 11-201 relating to declaratory 
rulings appears in its entirety as Appendix G. Evident under the new rules, however, is the 
change made to the wording of the scope of the issues under chapter 343, Hawaii Revised 
Statutes, subject to determinations by the Council. Quite appropriately, because of the repeal 
of subsection (d) of section 343-4 in 1983, reference to this subsection was not included in the 
new rules. Instead, the scope of the Councit's authority was redrafted to allow th.e Council to 
also make "determinations under chapter 343, Hawo.;i Re.vised Statutes." While the new 
language seems to broadem, the scope of the questions subject to declaratory ruling by the 
Council, the j!>rovision appears to remain consistent with section 91-8, Hawaii Revised 
Statwtes, in ttnat it limits the scope of the Council's actions to questions applicable to the 
statwtory provisions of. chapter 343. In this regard, it appears that the Council's rule, like the 
EQC's rule, does not apply to determinations made by other agencies. 

The first of.ficial action by the Council to clarify its authority under the law to rule on 
appeals of agency determinations with regard to the need to prepare an EIS was initiated in 
1984. House Bill No. 2075-8411 was introduced on behalf of the Council to authorize any 
person or agency to appeal an agency's determination that a statement was or was not 
required to the Council. The bill amended section 343-5, Hawaii Revised Statutes, including 
the following provision under subsections (b) and (c): 

Any person or agency other than the agency which prepared the 
assessment may appeal a determination that a statement is or is 
not required to the environmental council pursuant to rules 
established under section 343-6. The person or agency appealing 
the determination and the agency which prepared the assessment 
shall abide by the council's decision subject to judicial appeal 
under section 342-7. Any administrative proceeding, the subject 
of which is the determination that a statement is or is not 
required for a proposed action, shall be initiated within thirty 
days after the public has been informed of such determination 
pursuant to section 343-3. 

11 
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The bill was viewed by the Council as a "housekeeping measure" that would simply establish 

in the law, the authority it assumed it was permitted to exercise all along. 

According to testimony submitted by the Environmental Center, 12 House Bill No. 

2075-84 evolved in response to both agency and public concern with the "occasional 

inappropriate issuance of negative declarations" and the "costly and cumbersome judicial 

appeal procedure." 13 The Environmental Center noted that under law at the time, the public 

became aware of a project only after an EIS preparation notice or a negative declaration was 

printed in the EC Bulletin. The Center further noted that the bulletin appeared only after the 

agency's decision had been made.14 The only recourse provided under the law was legal 

action through the judicial system. The Center supported the proposal to authorize a "neutral 

third party" to determine the propriety of the agency's decision to prepare or not prepare an 

EIS.15 

The Council testified that an administrative appeal mechanism would allow both the 

public and the applicant to appeal an agency's decision to the Council. 16 The Council noted 

that "it would seem appropriate to provide for an administrative appeal process to the 

Environmental Council which is by statute responsible for making and amending rules which 

implement Chapter 343, HRS" .17 The Council further noted that "the Council already has 

most of the framework in place to assume the responsibility for the additional appeal 

process."18 Testimony in support of the measure was also submitted by the OEQC, and 

several environmental groups. 

While it appears that the Council's "housekeeping" bill generated little opposition 

throughout its legislative review, H .B. No. 2075-84 was vetoed by the Governor on June 12, 

1984.19 Among the reasons offered in the statement for the veto of the bill, was the 

Legislature's apparent misunderstanding of the existing agency review procedure. According 

to the statement, appeals of agency determinations could be taken by agencies "in 

accordance with each agency's administrative appeal procedures. "20 The statement notes 

that authorizing the Council to consider such appeals would duplicate the agency's appeal 

procedures unnecessarily.21 This situation, the statement notes, would engender "vagueness 

and ambiguity" as it is uncertain whether appeals to the Council would be in lieu of or in 

addition to the "existing agency appeal procedures. "22 

A second attempt by the Council to acquire the power to examine appeals of agency 

determinations was initiated during the 1986 Regular Session. Although the previous effort 

was vetoed by the Governor only one session earlier, House Bill No. 2729-86, a carbon copy 

of the 1984 bill, was introduced on behalf of the Council. During the 1986 session of the 

Legislature, however, H .B. No. 2729 was held in its assigned committee.23 
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The third attempt by the Council to acquire the power to rule on appeals of agency 
determinations was initiated during the Regular Session of 1987. Like the 1986 measure, 
House Bill No. 380 was a carbon copy of the final version of the 1984 bill. The arguments in 
favor of the bill, not surprisingly, were identical to those that were presented to the Legislature 
in previous sessions. The sentiment of the supporters of the bill in 1987 is conveyed in the 
committee report of the Senate Committee on Planning and Environment:24 

Your Committee finds that the Council has on occasion considered 
and taken action on agency determinations, but the lack of specific statutory authorization has raised questions regarding the extent to which the Council could act. The only remedy presently available to persons aggrieved by an EIS determination 
is to appeal the decision in court. This imposes an undue burden on both the party appealing the decision and the court system. It seems particularly unfair to require citizens to hire legal counsel in order to go to court for the sole purpose of insuring 
that the law is properly administered. They should be first afforded the opportunity of an administrative appeal. 

While the bill received the full support of its members, the Senate committee amended 
the bill by including a proviso which would repeal the measure in five years. The committee 
found that a trial period of five years would provide sufficient time for the Legislature to 
determine the propriety of its actions. If, after the lapse of this period, the Legislature found 
that the action was appropriate, the law would be extended.25 

On June 22, 1987, H.B. No. 380, H.D. 1, S.D. 1, was vetoed by the Governor.26 
Inasmuch as the 1987 bill was literally a reiteration of the 1984 measure with a repeal date, 
the veto statement that was attached to the 1984 measure by the Governor in that year was 
once again used to veto the measure in 1987. 

The fourth attempt by the Council to acquire the power to rule on appeals of agency 
determinations was initiated during the Regular Session of 1988. While the initial version of 
Senate Bill No. 2860 was essentially a carbon copy of its predecessors, the final version 
passed by the Legislature adopted a new approach. In lieu of amending sections 343-5(b) 
and 343-5(c), Hawaii Revised Statutes, the bill opted for establishing a new section (to 
achieve essentially the same result) under chapter 343. 

Testimony presented in support of the 1988 measure reiterated the concerns 
expressed in support of its predecessors. Testimony in opposition to the effort, however, also 
began to appear. Testimony presented by the state Chief Planning Officer noted that the 
system in place at the time was "working and has resulted in [the] responsible consideration 
of environmental issues. "27 
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On June 14, 1988, S.B. No. 2860 was vetoed by the Governor.28 In the 1988 
statement, however, the Administration cited the ruling rendered by the Hawaii Supreme 
Court in Fasi v. Hawaii Public Employment Relations Board.29 In its 1979 ruling, the Hawaii 
Supreme Court noted that und'er section 91-8, Hawaii Revised Statutes, agencies are 
empowered to issue declaratory rulings "as to the applicability of any statutory provision or 
any rule or order of the agency." The Court ruled that this language gives an administrative 
agency power to rule only upon questions "which would be relevant to some action which the 
[Hawaii Public Employment Relations] Board might take in the exercise of its powers granted 
by [statute].30 The Governor's veto statement noted that in authorizing the Council to issue 
declaratory rulings regarding the applicability of any and all statutory provisions of chapter 
343, or any and all relevant rules or orders, the bill appeared to be attempting to "authorize 
the Council to issue declaratory rulings regarding matters over which the Council is otherwise 
powerless to act. "31 

During 1988, a series of attempts to clarify the "uncertainty" surrounding the Council's 
standing to issue declaratory orders was initiated by the Council. A minimum of three 
opinions32 were solicited by the Council from the Office of the Attorney General to advise the 
Council on this status. While the advisories essentially reiterated the statements and ruling of 
the Hawaii Supreme Court, the opinions generated opposition highly critical of the Attorney 
General's view. 

The fifth attempt to authorize the Council to rule on agency determinations was 
initiated during the 1989 Regular Session. In 1989, however, three bills--House Bill No. 1286, 
House Bill No. 166, and House Bill No 1685--each approaching the problem from a slightly 
different angle, were introduced on behalf of the Council to accomplish its objective. 

H.B. No. 166 focused on the Council's authority to issue declaratory orders as to 
whether and when an environmental assessment is or is not required under the law. As 
expected, the measure received the full support of the Council, the Environmental Center, 
and several environmental groups. Testimony in opposition to the measure was submitted on 
behalf of the City and County of Honolulu, the Land Use Research Foundation, and Alexander 
& Baldwin, Inc. 

Testimony presented by the Department of General Planning of the City and County of 
Honolulu conveyed the typical concerns of the opponents of the measure: 

The Environmental Council is an appointive body, ill suited to the 
role of administrator of a governmental program, particularly one 
which involves more than one level of government. 

The current law sets forth the requirements for preparation of an 
environmental assessment--state and county agencies know the law 
and follow the process. If there is some ambiguity in Section 
343-5 as to when an assessment is or is not required, then the 
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ambiguous language should be improved rather than propose that the 
judgment of the Environmental Council should be substituted for 
that of the agency. We also believe that the burden placed upon 
citizens serving in non-paying, information-oriented councils 
should not be onerous in terms of either the time to be committed 
or the responsibilities assigned. 

Although H.B. No. 166, passed through the House of Representatives, the measure was held 
in the Senate. 

H.B. No. 1685, however, received more favorable consideration. As originally drafted, 
the bill's language approximated closely the language of previous bills designed to allow the 
Council to consider appeals of negative declarations submitted to the Council. During its 
review, however, the measure was transformed from being a bill that would establish a 
Council appeal process to one that would establish an agency reconsideration requirement. 
In essence, the bill allowed any person aggrieved by an agency's decision to require or not 
require the preparation of an EIS to petition the agency to reconsider its decision. 

Predictably, the testimony presented once again reflected the positions assumed 
earlier by the parties involved in discussions of the issue. The American Lung Association 
testified, that contrary to the Administration's claim in several earlier veto statements that an 
agency appeal process already exists, there has never been a "uniform administrative appeal 
procedure for agency determinations regarding the need for an EIS." During 1987, the 
Council conducted an informal poll of various state and county agencies to ascertain the 
existence of formal proc.edures to reconsider their determinations.33 The Council found that 
only one agency had adopted a formal procedure to deal with appeals of its EIS 
determinations under its rules.34 

On June 16, 1989, H.B. No. 1685 was vetoed by the Governor.35 Among the primary 
concerns expressed in the statement was the fact that the bill was unclear as to whether the 
reconsideration allowed would only be on the record of the prior proceedings, or completely 
"de novo" (as if the case originated in that proceeding).36 The statement noted that if the 
latter were to be the case, the bill would have the effect of doubling the entire process.37 

On May 9, 1989, the Environmental Council issued a notice to the public through the 
OEQC Newsletter3B regarding the status of its authority to issue declaratory rulings. Citing 
the arguments presented by the Office of the Attorney General in its earlier advisory, the 
Council announced that: 

Strict application of this legal framework has resulted in the 
Council's declining to issue Declaratory Rulings where 
jurisdiction was at issue, irrespective of the Council's opinion 
of the factual contentions of the petition. The Council would 
like to remind potential petitioners that Council intervention in 
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environmental disputes may take forms other than Declaratory 
Rulings, including: 

Letters of opinion; 
Publicizing the issue further within government 
channels and to the public; 
Publicizing the issue through the Annual Report; and 
Becoming a party to legal proceedings. 

The Council would like to encourage Hawaii's citizens and 
environmental organizations to continue to bring matters of 
environmental concern to our attention, and hope that with the 
means we have available, the Council can play a role in preserving 
and protecting Hawaii's environment. 

Despite the events that have occurred over the long history of the Council's effort, 

proponents of the Council's power remain committed to acquire the authority to exercise a 

higher level of oversight over agency decisions. Although the Administration has long 

established its position on the matter, the conflicting view that a "serious administrative 

deficiency" continues to exist in the EIS process, serves to perpetuate the appearance of a 

state environmental policy in a state of confusion. 
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Chapter. 4-

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS PROGRAMS 
IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS 

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969· (NEEPA). 1. established the first formal 
process for the· review and analysis of environmental impacts cause.d by governmental 
actions. While the law itself is extremely brief-barely five. pages long-NEPA is. undoubtedly 
one of the most far-reaching alild controv.ersial laws ev.er enacted by Congress. Among the 
most. notable effects of the law, was the> trend it set in mmtion in- severaJ states to enact similar 
laws . Thus far, fourteen· states and. tMe Commonwealth of, Puef!ta: !Rico have adopte.d formal 
requirements fmr environmental! impact analysis.2 Ela'ien other states hawe. limited EJS 
requirements,.-often infalimal prrograms administered throwmJII e-xecutive- order . 3 

1111e pur.pns& of this d:rali)tetr is; to present. am· over.'itiew of several illlilportant 
erw.irrmnme.ntal impact assessment progrCillil1s currentl'J· administered elsewheli8. in the U'nited 
States... Special emphasis. will he- placecd mn evaJuating eaf:h program's method of addressing 
appeal$ QJf lead agenc'' <decisiams on title need, QJ! l'aCK. thereat, to. prepare am EIS. Fl!ltr the 
purposs. of thiS, ctrra.p.ter, EIS pt:mgrams. under fifteen a:rtrlier jurisdictions wse analyzed. The 
program summaties pt~esentedi irrr this chapter w.erre- selected on the basis of. trlneir relevance to 
the· i6slae being·exam~:med in 1this report. 

The NationaiiEnviranmental Policy Ad 

The National Environmentat Policy Act of 1969 was signed into law on January 1, 
1£m>, thus beco.ming the first federal law to be enacted ~n the decade of the 1970s. The 
s11Jilstantive actions of NEPA can be divided into three general categories: (1) declaration of 
paicy; (2) estabtishment of federal agency requirements; and (3) creation of the Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ). 

Tille sections of NEPA most pertinent to the subject of this study include the sections 
relating to the roles of federal agencies in the preparation of impact statements and the 
sectioi"\S establishing responsibilities of the CEQ. Section 102(2)C provides that every 
recommendation or report on proposals for legislation or other major federal actions 
significantly affecting the quality of the human environment shall require a detailed statement 
by the designated responsible federal agency with respect to the possible impacts of the 
proposed action. Under the CEQ's guidelines, an agency taking an action must prepare an 
environmental assessment. If the agency determines that an EIS is necessary, a "Notice of 
Intent" must be published by the agency in the Federal Register.4 If the agency determines 
that an EIS would be unnecessary, the agency must issue a "negative declaration" .s 
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The key phrase that must be interpreted in section 102(2)C with respect to determining 

the threshold which, if surpassed, triggers the requirement for an EIS is: "major federal 

actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment." Essentially, the 

responsible agency must first decide whether or not the proposed action is a "major federal 

action," then it must decide if the action "significantly affects" the environment. Needless to 

say, the ambiguity of the provision leaves the law open to wide interpretation. Additionally, 

the guidelines issued by the CEQ to assist agencies in the implementation of the law have not 

been particularly helpful in this regard.6 Thus, for the most part, federal agencies preparing 

impact assessments are left to rely on the opinions of technical staff in formulating their 

judgments on to whether or not the impacts of any particular action warrants the preparation 

of an EIS. 

Conspicuously absent in the law is any mention of any administrative agency assigned 

to enforce, or provide oversight over, the NEPA requirements. Essentially, the burden of the 

enforcement of NEPA ultimately falls upon an alert citizenry--an important principle that has 

had an influence on the philosophical bases of most state EIS laws. Parties aggrieved by an 

agency's decision may appeal this decision to the courts--no agency, including the CEQ 

carries the authority to intervene administratively in any judgment made by a lead agency.? 

Ordinarily, any person or organization aggrieved by an agency's decision will sue the agency 

in question by contending that the agency did not take a "hard look" at the proposed action.s 

Generally, a reviewing court will reverse a lead agency's decision only if it finds the agency's 

action to be "arbitrary and capricious, and to have abused discretion, or is otherwise not in 

accord with the law."9 

The California Environmental Quality Act 

There is no state agency in California that has substantive review authority over 

another state or local agency's determination of what the appropriate environmental 

document should be to evaluate the impacts of any particular action.10 Compliance with the 

provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), section 21000, et seq., 

California Public Resources Code, rests solely with the agency that is called upon to approve a 

project or is in the process of undertaking a project on its own behalf.11 

Under the CEQA, the Secretary for Resources is assigned to adopt regulations and is 

generally in charge of administering the CEQA. The Office of Permit Assistance under the 

Office of Planning and Research answers questions and provides assistance to all agencies, 

the counties, the public, industry, or any other entity that must comply with the requirements 

of the CEQA. The program responsible for implementing the CEQA keeps track of all projects 

and maintains a file of all actions and reports.12 

Under California law, any person (including environmental groups, other agencies, and 

the Attorney General) aggrieved by an agency's decision or seeking to argue non-compliance 
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with the CEQA must sue the agency that made the decision .13 California rules state that if a 
responsible agency or person believes that an agency determination (such as a negative 
declaration) is inappropriate, a challenge must be filed in court within 30 days following the 
lead agency's submittal of a "notice of determination." 

In California, challenges to agency decisions are most often initiated in court by 
environmental groups. Inter-agency disagreements are settled through negotiation between 
the agencies--never through legal action in the courts or "declaratory orders."14 According to 
the California Environmental Affairs Agency, the California courts have been extremely 
receptive to matters involving the CEQA, and public environmental groups have been highly 
successful in their efforts to reverse agency decisions. The mere threat of a law suit is often 
sufficient incentive for agencies to begin preparing an EIS.15 

The Minnesota Environmental Policy Act 

The Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (MEPA), chapter 1160, et seq., Minnesota 
Statutes Annotated, which established a statewide environmental review procedure and 
created the Environmental Quality Board (EQB) was signed into law in 1973 (Appendix H). 
Patterned after NEPA, the law centered around the environmental impact statement process. 
The EQB, which is composed of the heads of seven state agencies, four citizen 
representatives, and a representative from the Governor's staff, was given the authority to 
decide, on a case-by-case basis, which projects were major actions with the potential for 
significant environmental effects.16 The board was also given the authority to review and 
determine the adequacy of completed EISs. 

Shortly following the enactment of the law, major problems with the process became 
apparent.17 With all decision-making centralized in the EQB, the board was inundated with 
reports, assessments, and requests to review specific projects. Members of the EQB found 
the workload to be unmanageable.18 In an effort to relieve the board of this burden, the EQB 
adopted rules to transfer some of the decision-making authority to the state and local agency 
level. The 1976 rule amendments provided that the local, county, or state agency having the 
most approval authority over a particular project would decide if an EIS was warranted. The 
agency's decision, however, was subject to review and reversal by the EQB.19 

The 1976 rule amendments specified that actions falling into any one of 31 categories 
must undergo some form of environmental impact review.20 If a project fell into one or more 
categories, a preliminary review document called an environmental assessment worksheet 
(EAW) would need to be prepared (Appendix I). An EAW is a twelve-page checklist that 
requires a project description, and a listing of its anticipated effects .21 On the last page of the 
worksheet, the responsible agency indicates whether an EIS should be developed for the 
project. The EAW is then circulated for public comment for a period of thirty days. During 
this period, the responsible agency's decision could be challenged by another agency, a 
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member agency of the EQB, or through a petition containing the signatures of 500 or more 

people. Such a challenge required the EQB to review the project and make its own decision 

on the need for an EIS.22 

While it appeared that some problems had been resolved, new problems emerged and 

developed into major stumbling blocks.23 With the 1976 rule amendments, critics of the 

process became more vocal and more numerous, attacking the system from all sides. 

Environmental groups criticized the EQB for its unwillingness to order EISs on most of the 

projects brought to their attention through petitions.24 According to the Executive Director of 

the EQB, virtually every EAW being drafted was being challenged either on the basis of 

inadequacy or on the grounds that an EIS should be ordered.25 Of all the challenges brought 

forth through petitions to the EQB, only four EISs were ordered.26 

Business interests complained of excessive delays caused by the EQB in its review of 

EAW challenges. In the past, the EQB had taken a minimum of four months for a decision to 

be reached. In one case, over two years elapsed from the time the challenge was received 

until a decision was reached.27 In other cases, excessive costs and delays caused certain 

projects to die. In addition, local governments expressed resentment that their decisions 

could be appealed to the EQB.28 The EQB was often overburdened with examining issues 

that were clearly appeals of local land use decisions that did not involve any environmental 

issues of statewide concern.29 

In the mid-1970s, the membership of the EQB felt that the board should be relieved of 

its EIS review responsibilities in order to devote more time to directing the environmental 

policy in the State.30 In 1979, the EQB proposed comprehensive legislation that would, 

among other things, place the decision regarding the necessity of an EIS in the hands of the 

lead agency. The EIS decision-making process would be decentralized by authorizing lead 

agencies to make the final administrative decisions on the need for and the adequacy of an 

EIS. The EQB would retain its authority to make rules governing the process and could 

intervene in EIS review at certain specified times. However, administrative decisions could no 

longer be appealed to the EQB. Such appeals would be filed directly with the courts. 31 

·Another interesting modification to MEPA that was adopted as a result of the recent 

amendments was a change in the process for citizen input during the preliminary stages of 

the environmental assessment process. Essentially, the system was converted from one 

which encouraged confrontation to one which fostered cooperation. Under the operating 

system, the responsible agency prepared an EAW and made a decision on the need for an 

EIS. Any citizen or agency could comment on the decision within 30 days, but the only 

means of provoking an official response from an agency on an EAW was to formally challenge 

the decision in court.32 The new amendment to the law required the lead agency to consider 

all comments received on an EAW prior to making its determination on the need of an EIS. 

According to the Massachusetts Office of Environmental Affairs (the state office that 

administers the law that served as the model for the new Minnesota law), these decisions are 
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rarely appealed to the courts--many compromises occur and many problems are resolved 
without resorting to judicial challenge.33 

The State Environmental Quality Review Act of New York 

The State Environmental Quality Review Act (EQRA), section 8-0101, et seq., New 
York Environmental Conservation Law, established the environmental impact analysis 
requirements for the State of New York. Under EQRA, the New York Department of 
Environmental Conservation is required to adopt rules, keep records, and generally administer 
the law.34 

EQRA requires lead agencies at all levels of government in New York--city, town, 
village, county, and state-which either funds an action, directly undertakes an action, or 
issues an approval tor an action, to make a determination of significance. Under EQRA, the 
determination of significance, arr~d thus, the decision to require an EIS is the exclusive 
authority of the lead agency. There is no admi:nistrative agency or board in New York that 
has the power to reverse or question this decision. Any person or agency aggrieved by a lead 
age·r.~cy's decision must take the matter to court.35 

The Environmental Impact of Governmental Actions Act of 
South Dakota 

The Environmental Impact and Governmental Actions Act of 1974 (EIGA) of South 
Dakota, chapter 34A-9, South Dakota Codified Laws, provides that all agencies may prepare, 
or have prepared by contract, an environmental impact statement on any major action they 
propose or approve which may have a significant effect on the environment. In order to avoid 
duplication, however, the law waives the state EIS requirement if a federal EIS is being 
prepared f.or the action.36 

The South Dakota Department of Natural Resources is required to administer the law 
and must keep track of all federal and state actions (if any) requiring EISs. Unlike most state 
laws, the preliminary document required under the EIGA is referred to as a draft 
environmental impact statement (DEIS) not an "environmental assessment." A DEIS is a 
preliminary statement without the length and detail of a final EIS. DEISs are required to be 
circulated and are open to public comments .37 

In South Dakota, the decision to require or not require an EIS for any particular action 
is placed with the lead agency. However, this decision is subject to reversal by two state 
boards composed of lay persons who are appointed by the governor. Contingent upon the 
type of activity being proposed, the matter being considered is directed to either the Board of 
Water Management or the Board of Minerals and Environment. The required forum for the 
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boards' decision-making duties on EIS matters is a public hearing. If a board decides that an 

action requires an EIS, the board will designate the agency responsible for the coordination of 

the EIS.38 

While the law authorizing South Dakota's boards to overrule agency decisions in EIS 

matters has been in place since 1974, the boards have never been confronted with the 

opportunity to exercise their powers. In fact, according to the Department of Water and 

Natural Resources, there has never been a state EIS written in South Dakota over the entire 

history of the law.39 According to the Department, there is not a great deal of development in 

South Dakota that requires environmental impact analysis on the state level. Most of the 

major developments in South Dakota requiring environmental review are federally-funded 

actions such as large-scale irrigation projects or housing developments backed by federal 

mortgage agencies such as the Farmer's Home Admin 1 istration. 40 Under these 

circumstances, the law exempts these actions from the state EIS requirement. The boards 

have no power of oversight over NEPA affairs. 

The Montana Environmental Policy Act 

Montana's environmental impact statement requirements are enumerated under the 

Montana Environmental Policy Act, (MEPA) chapter 69-6501, et seq., Montana Revised 

Codes. MEPA established the Environmental Quality Council (EQC), which serves as the 

legislative arm over the EIS process and drafts rules governing the system .41 In Montana, 

EIS rules are drafted but not adopted by the EOC--draft rules are submitted to each agency 

for review and individual adoption.42 

In Montana, the task of determining the level of environmental review necessary for 

any given action is placed with the lead agency. The EQC has no authority to reverse an 

agency's determination. Under MEPA, citizens aggrieved by an agency's decision must 

appeal that decision to the appropriate district court.43 
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Chapter 5 

DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVES 

The list of new alternatives that can truly be called innovative or realistic following five 
years of failed attempts to pass legislation to authorize the Environmental Council (Council) to 
issue declaratory rulings on negative declarations is, quite understandably, very limited. No 
amount of rewording and reworking legislation to authorize the Council to reverse agency 
decisions will eliminate the fact that many agencies find this power to be unwarranted and 
intrusive upon their functional responsibilities. The fate of any measure to grant the Council 
this authority, more than likely, will parallel that of its predecessors. Indeed, the lack of 
realistic solutions offered by organizations and individuals interviewed during the course of 
this study to mitigate the possibility of another veto is a reflection of this understanding. 

To ascertain the prevalence of the use of such power by comparable EIS 
administrative boards or agencies in other jurisdictions, the federal Council on Environmental 
Quality and several state EIS programs were contacted. When described to EIS agency 
personnel in other states, the situation in Hawaii was greeted with both surprise and 
understanding. Surprise with regard to the enormous powers of oversight exercised by the 
Council in the past, and understanding with regard to the administration's resistance to 
endorse the use of this power. 

While the prospect of passing legislation to authorize the Council to issue declaratory 
rulings seems bleak, several alternatives may exist to resolve the problem from a different 
perspective. The purpose of this chapter is to review some of the alternatives available to 
mitigate the problems associated with the appeal of agency determinations on EIS matters. 
The alternatives include: (1) legislative override of the Governor's veto; (2) establishment of a 
board to mediate EIS disputes between aggrieved parties and the lead agency; and (3) the 
establishment of a public input process during the environmental assessment stage of the 
process to reduce disputes at the notice of determination stage. 

Alternative 1: legislative Override of the Governor's Veto 

If the Legislature is firmly committed to authorizing the Council to issue declaratory 
rulings, it is likely that the only means available to pass legislation granting this authority is to 
override the veto that inevitably awaits its next effort. After five years of reintroduction, there 
is little that can be suggested to improve the possibilities of passage of such a measure. 
House and Senate bills in the past were not vetoed on the basis of poor drafting or technical, 
non-substantive errors. It was the basic intent and purpose of each bill--to authorize the 
Council to rule on agency decisions with regard to the need to prepare an EIS--that caused 
their veto. The basic intent of the bills has been found to be inconsistent with the law 
established under section 91-8, Hawaii Revised Statutes. Without amendments to Hawaii's 
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Administrative Procedure Act to allow agencies to make determinations on questions which 
may arise on other agencies' functional responsibilities (which is not recommended), the 
intent and purpose of these bills will remain inconsistent with the law. 

With the passage of such legislation, however, the Legislature should be prepared to 
adequately staff the Council to support it in its analysis of petitions for rulings to ensure 
accurate decision-making. Without sufficient staff support, the Council, which meets only on 
a periodic basis, may find it difficult to develop responsible decisions on these issues. 

Alternative II: Develop a Mediation Panel to Mediate Disputes 
Between Aggrieved Parties and Agencies 

One suggestion that offers a novel approach to dealing with the problem of appeals of 
agency decisions is the development of a mediation panel to resolve disputes that arise over 
agency decision regarding EIS requirements . The panel, composed of an undetermined 
number of experts trained in the art of mediation, would intervene in disputes over the need to 
draft an EIS. The decision would be binding among the parties involved in the dispute. 

While this alternative is refreshing in that it focuses on an approach not concerning 
declaratory ruling powers for the Council, this method may also suffer from unwanted 
problems if several details are not worked out. Some problems may include: 

(1) The effect the mediation process may have on lengthening the timetable of the 
current EIS process; 

(2) The fact that the panel's decision, like the Council's, would be just another 
intermediate ruling subject to reversal by the courts; 

(3) The fact that the dispute in question is to require or not to require an EIS--there 
is no middle ground to such an issue--whatever decision the panel arbitrates, 
an aggrieved party will emerge from the process; 

(4) The fear that this mechanism will promote frivolous challenges to agency 
decisions; 

(5) The fear that mediators may not possess the technical skills and background of 
agency personnel trained to evaluate the impacts of their actions on the 
environment; and 

(6) The fact that this mechanism expands the bureaucracy involved in the 
environmental review process and the belief that the administration's 
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opposition to the issue will not be eliminated by simply placing the authority to 
overrule with a mediation panel rather than with the Council. 

Alternative Ill: Establish a Public Notification/Comment Procedure to 
Facilitate Citizen Involvement During the Environmental Assessment 
Stage of the EIS Process. 

Because the focus of the debate over the past five years has centered on the 
Council's authority to issue declaratory orders, inadequate emphasis has been placed on 
solving the true cause of the problem--the inability of citizens groups to participate in the 
decision-making process of state and county agencies. 

One of the principal objectives of Hawaii's EIS law is to facilitate public involvement in 
the environmental impact review process. Logically, the most effective means of promoting 
awareness and involvement in this process is through timely public notification of the actions 
under consideration. An important benefit of promoting public participation in the decision
making process is the effect such involvement invariably has on reducing the public's 
resentment over decisions made behind closed doors. 

While the law requires notification and allows comment at various other stages of the 
EIS process, the only legal mechanism made available to the public to voice its opinion on an 
agency's determination is to contest that determination in court within the period allotted 
under the law. In addition, public notice of an agency's assessment or consideration of any 
given agency or applicant-generated proposal is not required until the assessment has been 
concluded. Often, the first notice made to the public that an assessment was even underway 
is through the publication of a negative declaration in the OEQC Bulletin . The natural 
tendency of any concerned individual would be to immediately contest the decision in 
question--regardless of the nature or magnitude of the person's disagreement with the 
agency's analysis. In this regard, the only mechanism presently available to any individual or 
organization interested in contributing to an agency's decision during the assessment 
process, promotes, rather than reduces confrontation. 

In light of the lessons learned in Minnesota (see chapter 4), an excellent alternative to 
promoting aggressive administrative confrontations in the EIS process is to allow interested 
parties to comment on an agency's proposed action at the stage most vital to the formulation 
of the agency's decision--the environmental assessment stage. Early notification and 
expanded awareness of actions in the process of agency assessment may: 

(1) Decrease the frequency of frivolous challenges filed against agency decisions, 
including challenges to "buy time" to study agency decisions; 
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(2) Decrease the delays and costs associated with appeals to the Council and to 

the court; 

(3) Serve to neutralize the position of the Council in the EIS process in that the 

power to influence the outcome of an agency's determination is contingent 

upon an aggrieved party's initiative to submit comments, rather than the 

Council's decision to follow through with the party's petition to act. 

The negative aspects of a notification/comment requirement during the environmental 

assessment stage may include: 

(1) Increases in the workload for agency personnel contingent on the volume of 

comments received from the public; 

(2) Delays in agency decision-making due to the volume of new data that may 

need to be considered; and 

(3) Increases in costs to agencies and applicants due to delays and workload 

increases. 

This concept may also be applied at any other point in the EIS process where public 

input is found to be poorly facilitated. 

While there were as many as eight bills submitted to the Legislature to allow the 

Council to issue declaratory rulings on negative declarations, the Bureau found no measure 

seeking to establish a public notification requirement in the law. 
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Summary 

ChapterS 

CONCLUSION 

Hawaii's environmental impact statement process was established to create a system 

to elevate the public's awareness of the impacts of governmental and other regulated actions 

on the environment. The Legislature assigned the Environmental Quality Commission, and 

subsequently, the Environmental Council (Council), to assume the lead role in administering 

the State's environmental impact statement law. Hawaii's law, like those of several other 

states, was patterned after the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). One 

important principle of NEPA that has had an important influence on the philosophical bases of 

most state laws is that the tlwrden of the law's enforcement is p.laced upon t!Te alert citizenry. 

Hawaii's. Environmental Council has long sought the authorit~ to enforce certain 

elements of the law. Foll0wing. several failed attempts to pass legislation to authorize. the 

Council to rule on agency issued "negative declaratiolils", the advice of the state Attorney 

General was SQiicited to G:lari.fy the Council's standing. Based on. its. finding that a statutory 

mandate did not exist amd tine- rulli:ng of the HawaH Supreme Court in a recemt related case, 

the Office GJf the Attorney General returmed an aa·v.·isory to ttrl.e C0k!ncil to restrict its use of its 

power issue rru:lili1gs to matters in.vol·ving therr ow.n stattt:Jtes arnd rules. While the Attorney 

Ger:~eral.'s. advisory· was far flrom a complete prohibition on the use of declaratory orders, the 

op:iP~ion c.treated a. highly comtentiows siruation between the· Otfi:ce of the Attorney General and 

tlile Counci'l. Frustration o'n behalt of the advocates of the Council's authority has resulted in 

questions as to tine effectfveness of an environmental board that lacks such authority. 

Senate Concurrent Resol:ution No. 178 requests the Legislative Reference Bureau to 

study the issues causing uncertainty over the Environmental Council's authority to issue 

declaratory rulings. The Concurrent Resolution requests the Bureau to submit a report on 

possible alternatives to mitigate this uncertainty, including specific amendments to the law. 

The Bureau's findings and recommendations are presented in this chapter. 

Findings 

Based on the information gathered in this study, the Bureau finds little evidence to 

support the notion that Council's lack of authority to overrule agency determinations 

constitutes a "serious administrative deficiency"1 in the environmental review process. The 

Bureau also finds that it is somewhat inappropriate to characterize the status of the Council's 

authority to exercise such powers as "uncertain" .2 In light of the Attorney General's recent 

advisory opinion, the Hawaii Supreme Court's ruling in Fasi v. HPERB, the long history of 

vetoes of legislative measures specifically establishing the Council's powers in this area over 
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the years, and the fact that despite all of this effort, the law continues to remain silent on the 
matter, it can be argued with certainty that a state law and policy on the use of this power by 
the Council does not exist. The state Attorney General is the highest legal counsel of the 
State. Questions as to the authority of the Council to rule on EIS matters have already been 
answered in several advisories issued by the office. 

Some proponents of the Council's power contend that because the Legislature granted 
the Council decision-making powers in situations wherein an applicant is aggrieved by an 
agency's rejection of the applicant's final EIS, the Legislature probably intended to allow the 
Council to exert similar powers over agencies during the environmental assessment stage. 
This argument is not particularly convincing, and in fact, more appropriately supports the 
point of view that the Legislature more than likely never intended--under the original Act--to 
extend this power and responsibility to the Council. While all other powers and duties of the 
Council are explicit, the authorization to overrule agency decisions on matters regarding the 
necessity of an EIS does not exist. 

Although the advisory to the Council from the state Attorney General advises the 
Council against engaging in its former practice of overruling agency actions, the notion that 
the advisory has, in effect, rendered the Council "powerless" is an overstatement. The 
Council's power to issue declaratory rulings on questions that are relevant to actions the 
Council may undertake in the exercise of its powers has not been removed. Under its broad 
mandate to determine and maintain the quality of the State's environment, the Council 
possesses broad powers to educate and inform the public of governmental actions affecting 
the environment. In addition, the Council continues to retain standing under the law to be 
adjudged an aggrieved party in bringing any judicial action against a determination that an 
EIS is or is not required for any given action .3 

Comparatively speaking, the power of oversight exercised by the Council over state 
and county agency determinations until its receipt of the state Attorney General's advisory 
was quite extraordinary. Aside from the program in South Dakota, which, practically 
speaking, has little relevance in terms of applicability to Hawaii's program, no other state 
agency contacted during this study possessed the power to question or overrule lead agency 
determinations at any point in the EIS process. In fact, an example highly supportive of the 
notion that such power may be somewhat inappropriate was found in Minnesota. 

While it is insufficient to simply argue--on the basis of the Minnesota example--that the 
powers and duties that led to the problems experienced by Minnesota would lead to similar 
difficulties in Hawaii, several lessons can be learned through the Minnesota case . 
Throughout the history of Hawaii's law, the Council functioned somewhat identically (albeit 
without comparable authority under the law) to the Minnesota Environmental Quality Boarad 
(EQB). Clearly, however, the management problems that seemed to plague the Minnesota 
program did not seem to affect Hawaii's operation. Quite understandably, therefore, the 
perspective held by Hawaii's Council on this issue differs substantially from the perspective 
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held by Minnesota's EQB. In fact, the views of the agencies are literally reversed--the 
statutory element of its powers and duties found to be most problematic by the Minnesota 
EQB, is the very element of the law Hawaii's Council has fought so persistently to take on 
officially. 

As stated earlier, the problems encountered by Minnesota's program with regard to 
declaratory orders do not assure failure for programs elsewhere. However, the approach 
taken in Minnesota to resolve the EQB's problems seems to be the most rational answer to 
the Council's current dilemma. Essentially, by recognizing the true cause of the problem--the 
inability of citizens to comment on agency actions during the environmental assessment 
process--the Minnesota EQB rendered moot the issue of administrative enforcement during 
the EIS process. Because of this action, the true objective of the all parties involved--to have 
a voice in the process--was achieved. Problems relating to high legal fees, wasted time, and 
an unsympathetic judiciary may also be mitigated to some degree. Likewise, agencies may 
also find that their determinations may be received with less astonishment when the public is 
aware of their activities from the outset. 

Although there is sufficient evidence to support the claim that negative declarations 
are often issued inappropriately by state and county agencies, this problem is not a function 
of the Council's lack of power to overturn them. More than likely, it is a problem of the 
agencies' inability to interpret the law and rules of the environmental impact statement 
process. The problem of defining "significance" is a hurdle faced by many EIS programs in 
the United States. While the clarification of "significance" under Hawaii's law is beyond the 
scope of this study,4 it is important that the Legislature recognize the basic cause of the 
problem being addressed. 

Recommendation 

In light of the Administration's opposition to legislation authorizing the Environmental 
Council to exercise broad powers of oversight over agency decisions made during the 
environmental assessment process, the Bureau recommends that the Legislature consider 
other alternatives. While no alternative carries a guarantee to satisfy all parties, it is 
recommended that the Legislature seek to mitigate rather than exacerbate the problem of 
inter-agency conflicts in the EIS process. It is apparent that the true objective of most 
concerned individuals is to have the opportunity to contribute to the decision-making process 
of state and county agencies, not to threaten the progress of their projects through appeals to 
the Council. The legal mechanism to contest the findings of lead agencies has existed since 
the enactment of the law, duplication of this function at the administrative level regardless of 
whether it is placed within the Council or a mediation panel will serve to polarize the agencies 
and entrench them in their positions at the outset of the process. In this regard, the Bureau 
recommends that the Legislature consider amendments to the EIS law to facilitate public 
notification and comment during the environmental assessment process. 
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requested the Environmental Council, the OEOC, and the Environmental Center require the categories of 

action that require environmental review under chapter 343. Hawaii Revised Statutes. Recommendations 

were submitted to the Legislature to improve the process. 
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Appendix A 

Honorable Richard S. H. Wong 
President of the Senate 
Fifteenth State Legislature 
Regular Session of 1989 
State of Hawaii 

Sir: 

STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT NO.~~~-, 
Honolulu, Hawaii 

APR 1 .: , 1989 
----~~-----------

RE: S.C.R. No. 178 

Your Committee on Agriculture, to which was referred s.c.R. No. 178 entitled: 

"SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION REQUESTING A STUDY ON THE ISSUANCE OF DECLARATORY RULINGS BY THE ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL," 

begs leave to report as follows: 

The purpose of this concurrent resolution is to have the Office of State Planning study the issues causing uncertainty over the authority of the Environmental Council to issue declaratory rulings and to report its findings and 
recommendations to the 1990 legislature. The study should also propose ways to mitigate this dilemma and include proposed amendments to the law. 

The Environmental Commission was recently advised by a deputy attorney general that it could no longer issue declaratory rulings. This conflicts with the Commission's past practice of 
~ssuing such rulings and poses a serious administrative deficiency in the present environmental process. 

Your Committee received supporting testimony from the Office of State Planning, the Environmental Center of the University of Hawaii at Manoa and the American Lung Association. 

In accordance with the Office of State Planning's recommendation, your Committee has amended this concurrent resolution to have the Legislative Reference Bureau conduct the study. Therefore, the Legislative Reference Bureau has been 

SSCR SCR178 SOl SMA RFSl721 
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substituted for the Office of State Planning in the first "BE IT 
RESOLVED" clause and the second and third "BE IT FURTHER 
RESOLVED" clauses. 

Your Committee on Agriculture concurs with the intent and 
purpose of S.C.R. No. 178, as amended herein, and recommends its 
adoption in the form attached hereto as S.C.R. No. 178, S.D. 1. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~e.~.~ 
DONNA R. IKEDA, Chairman 

GE~, Member 

SSCR SCR178 SOl SMA RFS1721 
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THE SENATE 
FIFTEENTH LEGISLATURE, 1989 
STATE OF HAWAII 

S.C.R. NO. 

SENATE CONCURRENT 
RESOLUTION 

178 
S.D. 1 

REQUESTING A STUDY ON THE ISSUANCE OF DECLARATORY RULINGS BY THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL. 

WHEREAS, through the enactment of the environmental impact 
statement law, the Legislature established an environmental 
review process to integrate the review of environmental concerns 
with the planning processes of the State and counties and to 
alert decision makers of potential significant environmental 
effects that might result from the implementation of certain 
actions; and 

WHEREAS, this review process is desirable because 
environmental consciousness is enhanced, cooperation and 
coordination are encouraged, public participation during the 
review process benefits all parties involved and society as a 
whole, and potential adverse impacts may be reduced; and 

WHEREAS, the Environmental Council was created as part of a 
system to stimulate, expand, and coordinate efforts to determine 
and maintain the optimum quality of Hawaii's environment; and 

WHEREAS, the Environmental Council is empowered to make, 
amend, and repeal the rules admini~tering the environmental 
impact statement law; and 

WHEREAS, section 11-201-21, Hawaii Administrative Rules, was 
adopted by the Environmental Council and authorizes the Council 
to issue declaratory orders on the applicability of any statutory 
provision or any rule or order of the Council and to make 
determinations under the environmental impact statement law; and 

WHEREAS, section 11-201-25, Hawaii Administrative Rules, 
authorizes the Council to issue a declaratory order, on its own 
motion or upon request but without notice or hearing, to 
terminate a controversy or to remove uncertainty; and 

WHEREAS, the Legislature passed S.B. No. 2860, S.D. 1, 
H.D. 1, C.D. 1, during the 1988 Regular Session, which authorized 
the Council to issue, on petition of an interested person or 
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Page 2 S.C.R. NO. 178 
S.D. 1 

agency or on its own motion, a declaratory ruling or advisory 
opinion on the applicability of any statutory provision of the 
environmental impact statement law or of any rule or order 
adopted by the Council on matters pursuant to the law; and 

WHEREAS, the Governor vetoed S.B. No. 2860 on June 14, 1988; 
and 

WHEREAS, the Environmental Council has received five 
petitions for declaratory rulings since December 1987, and has 
not ruled on any of them; now, therefore, 

BE IT RESOLVED by the Senate of the Fifteenth Legislature of 
the State of Hawaii, Regular Session of 1989, the House of 
Representatives concurring, that the Legislative Reference Bureau 
is requested to study the issues causing uncertainty over the 
Environmental Council's authority to issue declaratory rulings 
and to propose ways to mitigate that uncertainty, including 
specific amendments to the law; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the study be conducted in 
consultation with the Environmental Council, Department of the 
Attorney General, Environmental Center, Office of Environmental 
Quality Control, the Mayor of each county, and interested public 
and private organizations; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Legislative Reference Bureau 
is requested to submit a report of its findings, recommendations, 
and if necessary, proposed legislation to the Legislature not 
later than twenty days prior to the convening of the Regular 
Session of 1990; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that certified copies of this 
Concurrent Resolution be transmitted to the Director of the 
Legislative Reference Bureau, the Attorney General, the Director 
of the Environmental Council, the Director of the Office of 
Environmental Quality Control, and the Mayor of each county. 

RFS1721 SCR178 SOl SMA 
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PROPOSE PROJECT 

.-----4 FILE EIS PREPARATION NOTICE ~-----~ 

30-DAY CONSULTATION PERIOD FROM 
PUBLICATION OF THE NOTICE IN THE 

OEQC BULLETIN 

45-DAY REVIEW PERIOD FROM 
PUBLICATION OF THE DRAFT IN THE 

OEQC BULLETIN 

"---------1 PROCEED WITH PAOJECT 

40 

NO 

YES 



Appendix C 

Chapter 343, HRS, Environmental Documents Processed 
(By Calendar Year) 

Negative Declarations 216 232 256 

Preparation Notices 15 19 38 

Draft 34 19 29 
Environmental 
Impact Statements 

Final 22 17 24 
Environmental 
Impact Statements 

Acceptance/ 21(13) 16(7) 23(6) 

Non-Acceptance 4(02) 0(0) 2(0)* 

*Published between January 1, 1987 and July 31, 1987 
( ) Governor's Acceptance/Non-acceptance 

41 

ll.S.l* 

135 

15 

13 

18 

19(7) 

0(0)* 
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Appendix D 

CHAPTER 343 MATTERS BROUGHT TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL, 1984-1988 

Matter 

198~ 

Keopu Heights Subdivision 

Improvements 

Kahuku Shrimp Farms 

GP Amend.; Ag. to Ind. 

Reason Before Council 

Letter to previous Environ

mental Quality Commission 

objecting to the accept

ability of the environ

mental assessment; notice 

of existence and intent to 

protect ancestral burial 

sites adjacent to or within 

the path of the proposed 

flood control drainage 

channel. 

Negative declaration 

cha 11 enge. 

Negative declar~tion 

challenge. 

Question 

Brought by 

Affected 

landowner 

UHEC 

Community 

residents 

Accepting 

Agency 

HI DPW 

DLU 

Kauai 

Planning 

Dept. 

Action by Council 

Acknowledged receipt of 

notice and explained role 

of Counc i 1 . 

Rendered opinion that 

negative declaration was 

inappropriate; according to 

significance criteria, 

project will have a sig

nificant impact because 

the size and nutrient 

loading of the discharge 

would affect coastal 

waters. 

Rendered opinion that 

notice of determination 

did not fully comply 

with the rules and that 

the determination was 
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(A) 

Matter 

Lahaina Shopping Center 

Aliomanu Vista Hui 

GP Amendment 

Abandoned Vehicles 

Collection Center 

Makena Road 

Kokee Logging 

Reason Before Council 

Council staff questioned 

sequence of evaluation 

in making negative 

declaration determination. 

' 

For information. 

For information. 

Petition for Declaratory 
Ruling regarding whether 

an action is being imple
mented prior to the 

preparation of an EA and 
the filing of a notice of 

determination. 

Whether EA should have 

been done. 

Question 

Brought By 

Environmental 

Council staff 

Private 

individual 

Kawai Nui 

Heritage 

Foundation 

County 

Counci 1 

member 

Conservation 

Counci 1 

Accepting 

Agency 

Maui PC 

Kauai 

Planning 

Dept. 

DPW 

DLNR, Maui 

DLNR 

Action by Council 

questionable because 

the agency did identify 
a significant potential 
impact. 

Rendered opinion that the 
negative declaration was 

based on an assessment 
which did not fully comply 
with the EIS rules in that 
recommended technical 
studies should have been 

conducted prior to 
rendering the determi

nation. 

No action. 

No action. 

Dec. Ruling No. 84-03: 
Agencies advised that no 

further administrative 
actions should be taken 
until an EA has been 

completed and a deter
mination made and filed. 

Letter to DLNR stating 
position that activity 
does not appear to 

be exempt from EA. 
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Matter 

Puu Lani Ranch 

(1984-1985) 

Haleakala Dish 

Kakaako; HCDA 

Rulemaking 

Maui Water System 

Farms of Kapua 

Reason Before Council 

Whether EA should have 

been done. 

Whether EA should have 

been done. 

Petition for Declaratory 

Ruling regarding whether 

a supplemental EIS 

should be done. 

Petition for Declaratory 

Ruling regarding whether 

rulemaking constituted 

an "action" therefore 

subject to assessment. 

Petition for Declaratory 

Ruling regarding whether 

an action was being imple

mented prior to the 

acceptance of the EIS. 

Request for Recommendation 

re: EIS acceptability. 

Question 

Brought By 

Conservation 

Counc i 1 

Sierra Club 

Private 

citizen 

Private 

citizen 

Community 

association 

LUC 

Accepting 

Agency 

OLNR; DOH 

DLNR 

OEQC/ 

Gov. 

LUC 

Action by Council 

Letter to DLNR regarding 

compliance with Chapter 

343, HRS. 

Since EA/Negative Decla

ration had been completed, 

DLNR sent a letter 

encouraging follow-up on 

mitigation measures. 

Dec. Ruling No. 84-01: 

HCDA shall prepare and 

submit a supplemental 

statement for the Makai 

Area Plan. 

No ruling issued; more 

appropriate to address 

through EIS rules revi

sion. 

Dec. Ruling No. 84-02: 

County of Maui advised to 

halt all further activity 

implementing the action 

until the EIS is accepted. 

Refused to issue formal 

recommendation, but for

warded results of staff 

review of conformance 

with procedural and con

tent requirements, 

emphasizing that review 

did not address substan

tive or technical 

accuracy. 
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Matter 

Lanikai Hale 

Makaha Wells 

1985 

BWS Master Plan for 

Windward Oahu 

Keopu Heights Subdivision 

Hyatt Regency Waikoloa 

Hyatt Regency Waikoloa 

Reason Before Council 

Request for Recommendation 
re: EIS acceptability. 

Whether project imple

mented prior to EIS 
acceptance. 

Whether EIS too voluminous 
to review. 

Negative declaration chal
lenge. 

Negative declaration 

challenge. 

Negative declaration chal
lenge. 

Question 

Brought By 

OLNR 

UHEC 

Kawai Nui 

Heritage 

Foundation 

Subdivision 

landowner 

UHEC 

DLNR request 
for comments 

Accepting 

Agency 

DLNR 

BWS 

BWS 

HI DPW 

HI PC 

DLNR 

Action by Council 

Refused to issue formal 

recommendation, but for
warded resutls of staff 
review of conformance with 
procdural and content 
requirements, emphasizing 
that review did not 
address substantive or 

technical accuracy. 

No action, but staff 

directed to look into 
matter. 

No action. 

Reiterated and clarified 
purpose of EA and agency ' s 
responsibilities under 
Chapter 343. 

Expressed concern that 
negative declaration 
determination appears 
deficient because it did 
not take into account the 
entire project and there
fore did not fully 
address the cumulative 
effect of the project. 

Requested a formal opinion 
from AG regarding whether 
agency limited by permit 



~ 
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Matter 

South Kohala Resort 

(1985-1986) 

Yacht Harbour Plaza 

HCDA 

Mahinahina Airport 

Olomana-Maunaw11i Sewer 

Hydroelectric Project: 

Wailuaiki Stream, Maui 

Reason Before Council 

Negative declaration chal

lenge. 

Whether Supplemental EIS 

required. 

Clarification of 1984 

Dec . Ru 1 i ng, 

Concern with im~~c~ on 

environment. 

Concern with ~~~~~m~nt 
of sewer 1 i ne 

Whether projQ~t P~in~ 

implemented prior ta 

EIS acceptance. 

Question 

Brought By 

Private 

citizen 

Private 

citizen & 
Neighborhood 

Board 

HCDA 

flrivate 

citizen 

K<!wai l'jui 

Heritage 

Foundation 

~ierr'! Cl!-Jp 

Accepting 

Agency 

HI PC 

DLU 

Action by Council 

jurisdiction in assessing 

proposed action. 

Informed agency that 

entire project should 

have been assessed, not 

only portion that trig

gered Chapter 343 

review . Requested AG 

assistance in supporting 

Council participation 

in plaintiff's appeal. 

Informed agency that rules 

did not provide for 

addendums to incorporate 

additional information or 

the introduction of new 

materials. Council 

did not find adequate 

basis for questioning 

determination. 

Informed agency that EA 

reqyired for projects that 

fall within applicable 

categories. 

Ng jurhdiction. 

No action. 

Informed agency that 

project should not be 

implemented prior to 



~ ...... 

Matter 

1986 

Queen's Beach 

General Obligation Bonds 

Mokuleia Development 

Corp. 

Na Pali Coast Tour 

Boats 

Waiehu Beach Revetment 

Reason Before Council 

Petition for Declaratory 

Ruling regarding applic

ability of Chapter 343 

to City and County of 

Honolulu general plan 

and development plan 

amendments. 

Whether EA required. 

Whether EA required. 

Whether EA required. 

Concern with impact on 

environment. 

Question 

Brought By 

Life of the 

Land 

OEQC 

Private 

individuals 

Private 

citizen 

Conservation 

Counci 1 

Accepting 

Agency 

DGP 

HI Plan-

ning 

Dept. 

DGP 

Action by Council 

completion of EIS 

process. 

Dec. Ruling No. 86-01: 

EIS process must be 

completed prior to Chief 

Planning Officer making 

a recommendation on 

general plan and 

devel~pment plan amend

ment applications. which 

wou 1 d resu 1 t in 

designation other than 

agriculture, or preser

vation. 

Deputy AG advised that 

project funded with 

general obligation 

bonds must be environ

mentally assessed. 

Reiterated that an EA is 

required for a general 

plan amendment. 

No action, other agencies 

handling problem. 

No action. 



~ 
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Matter 

Makena Road 

Water Lease (License) 

Yacht Harbour Plaza 

Kahawainui Stream 

South Koha l a Marina 

1987 

Resort Development 

at Mokuleia, Oahu 

Draft EIS 

Reason Before Council 

Petition for Declaratory 

Ruling challenging 

negative declaration. 

Petition for Declaratory 

Ruling challenging 

negative declaration. 

Whether second EA required. 

Whether City and County can 

accept Federal EIS to 

satisfy Chapter 343. 

Whether Supplemental EIS 

could be prepared when 

details are k town. 

Review the procedures 

required by DGP in draft

ing the EIS. 

Ruling on the propriety of 

including incomplete 

reports in DEISs. 

Question 

Brought By 

Hui Alanui 

0 Makena 

Life of the 

Land 

Private 

citizen 

OEQC 

HI Planning 

Dept. 

Private 

citizen 

UHEC 

Accepting 

Agency 

Maui PC 

DLNR 

DLU 

OLU 

HI Plan

ning Dept. 

DGP 

Action by Council 

Dec. Ruling No. 86-02: 

Directed the County to 

withdraw its nega-

tive declaration and to 

prepare an EIS because 

agency EA recognized the 

cultural value of the 

road. 

Dec. Ruling No. 86-03: 

Information provided by 

agencies should be 

considered in EA and 

determination. 

Ruled that a second EA not 

required for the project. 

Ruled that agency cannot 

accept Federal EIS to 

satisfy Chapter 343. 

Confirmed OEQC advice that 

supplemental EIS could be 

prepared when specific 

details known. 

No action. 

Dec. Ruling No. 87-1: 

Incomplete reports in 

DEISs compromise the 

intent and purpose of 

Chapter 343. 



~ 
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Matter 

~ 

Chinatown Gateway Project 

Adoption of Instream 
Flow Standards 

Hawaiian Riviera Resort 

Neil Blaisdell Parking 
Structure 

Reason Before Council 

Ruling on negative 
declaration. 

Applicability of Chapter 
343. 

Rule on the adequacy of 
the EIS. 

Appeal of negative decla
ration. 

Source: Office of Environmental Control Records. 

Question 

Brought By 

American Lung 
Assn. 

Life of the 
Land 

Private 

citizen 

American Lung 

Assn. 

Accepting 

Agency 

Dept. of 
Housing 

and Com-

munity 

Development, 
C&C of 

Honolulu 

DLNR 

- --

C&C of 

Honolulu 

Action by Council 

AG advised the Counci I 

that it had no jurisdic-
tion to rule. 

AG advised the Counc i I 

that it had no jurisdic-
tion to rule. 

AG advised the Counc i I 

that it had no jurisdic-
tion to rule. 

AG advised the Council 
that it had no jurisdic-
tion to rule. 



Appendix E 

Fasi declares war on lung association 
By Andy Yamaguchi 
N/onli•n Gooonunoa.l ,..,_ 

Mayor Frank Fast this week 
called two American Lung As
sociation of Hawaii officials 
"repugnant zealots~ and vowed 
to torpedo the group's fund
raising efforts. 

In a letter Thursday to uso
ciation President Austin Dlas, 
Fasi accused the group of 
"blackmailing" developers and 
city government by insisting 
on expensive environmental 
studies. 

Association officials Monday 
criticized city and state agen
cies for not requiring enVIron
mental Impact statements for 
several downtown construction 
projects, saying more stringent 
airquality studies were needed. 

The association has two on
going lawsuits against the city. 

"The Lung Association's mis
guided strategies are producing 

Mayor Frank Faai 
Lots of olfactory adjectives 

only negative results," Fasi 
wrote, "making no real or sig
nificant change in the en~on
ment, but costing millions of 
dollars and slowing badly need-

ed housing construction. • 
Fasi also said Jim Morrow, 

the association's envirOnmental 
health director, has a conflict 
of interest because he also does 
prtvate consulting work, pre
paring impact statements for 
developers. 

Fasi called Morrow and He
lene Takemoto, the assocla· 
tion's environmental health 
chairwoman, "repugnant zeal
ots. • Morrow and Takemoto did 
the criticizing of the city Mon
day. 

"I will make it a point to 
work against your fund-raising 
efforts, and tell my friends and 
associates to do the same,· the 
mayor wrote. 

Fasi used the terms, "foul 
odor." "stink." "strange aroma" 
and "fetid and irresponsible" in 
his strongly worded Jetter. 

Dias said, "It's unfortunate 
that he chooses to respond that 
way. It kind of clouds the is-

Source: Honolulu Advertiser, October 25, 1989. 
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sue." He said if their fund-rais· 
ing is hurt, it is the public that 
will suffer. 

Takemoto said the group is 
"not anti-development" but is 
nonetheless an enVIronmental 
watchdog. "If we weren't doing 
this job, who would?" she said 
in a written statement. 

Takemoto said Morrow is of· 
ten hired as a private consul
tant. • At those times, he does 
not act In the capacity of a 
lung association employee, nor 
does he compromise his belief 
that Hawaii should maintain 
the highest standards of air 
quality." she said. She also said 
his consultancy Is bestde the 
point of whether the city 
should conduct strtcter air· 
quality studies. 

Morrow said he would Jet Ta· 
kemoto's statement speak for 
him as well. 



NOTICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACTS OF THE 

PAN PACIFIC PLAZA 
On August 8, 1988, a Negative Declaration was published in 

the State's OEOC Bulletin for the proposed Pan Pacific Plaza 
project (then known as the FSA Galleria/Union Mall project) in 
downtown Honolulu. By that notice, the City & County of 
Honolulu Department of Public Works declared that the pro
posed project would have no significant Impact on the local 
environment. 

The State Office of Environmental Quality Control wrote to 
the City and stated that It believed there were numerous Im
pacts Including air quality, air movement, and historic sites. 
The OEQC Director concluded by stating that the scope of the 
project was large enough to warrant an environmental Impact 
statement. The American Lung Association of Hawaii also 
notified the City of Its conclusion that the City's determination 
was erroneous and that an environmental impact statement 
was required. It pointed out that a hlghrlse office building with 
an 800-stall parking garage would Invariably attract more traf
fic Into the already congested downtown area and that air 
quality would deteriorate further. The Lung Association also 
notified the City that field measurements at Tamarind Park 
showed that existing air quality In the project area was already 
worse than the "worst case" future pollutant levels predicted in 
the environmental assessment utilized by the City In making Its 
determination. The Association's analysis Indicated that "worst 
case" carbon monoxide levels would exceed State air quality 
standards and possibly exceed Federal health standards. 

Despite the clear Indications of Impacts which, under state 
law, would trigger the requirement for an environmental Impact 
statement, the City still refused to reverse Its determination. 
Due to the City's failure to resolve the Issue, the Association 
and the project developer have discussed the Impacts associ
ated with the project and agreed upon a number of mitigation 
measures which the developer will Implement. These are being 
presented In another public notice published by the developer. 

AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION OF HAWAII 
245 North Kukul Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96817 

Source: Honolulu Advertiser, October 25, 1989. 
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Appendix F 

Suit demands 
an EIS on Maui 
airport expansion 
B~ Edwin Tanji 
ldtt'TI•ur .\laui [uunty Burl'au 

WAILUKU - Two Mt:IUi citi
zens groups and the Sierra 
Club H'Sterdav filed a lawsuit 
~c>ekin·g to force the state air
port!.' dl\·ision to prepare an en
vironmental impact statemPnt 
on it.~ plans for cxrandmg Ka
hului Airport. 

The suit note:; that the a:r 
ports dl\ ision has received per
mits for a number of individual 
project:; in the ovl:'rall expan
!-'iOn plan - includmg construc
tion of a runwa\' safctv area 
and construction ·of sections of 
a new terminal building. 

In each casr. the state filed a 
noticr of no significant en\'1-
ronmrntal effect from the indi
vidual projects. 

Attornev Isaac Hall. who 
filed the· suit in 2nd Circuit 
Court on behalf of the Sierra 
Club Legal Drfense Fund. said 
th('re is a native Hawaiian 
bunal sill:' in an area where an 
Hirport pal'!-;ing apron is 
planned. 

:\ati\·c Hawaiians should 
have an opportunity to com
ment on and demand a r<'· 
sponse from the airports divi
sion on the impact of thC' 
prowct on the cultural site::. 
s:ml attorncv Arnold Lum of 
the Legal De.f('nse Fund. 

State airports official!'; wen' 
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not a\·a1lable to comm<'IH on 
the suit ,·eslerrhj\ 

The suit foiiO\\- ~ an act101~ 
filed in F'ebruan by re~idcm;:; 
of the ~preckelsvilil:' area de
manding that the airports divi· 
s10n limit night flights and take 
other steps to reduce th(' noiSt' 
impart from aircraft operations 

The \l;nn A1r Traffic Assori
atlull. wh;ch include~ man.' 
~prrf'k<>l:'\'illc r('!'idcnt:;. 1s a 
complillllant in hottl suits. 

Strphen Pitt. a member of 
thl' <i :~ . .:of'latinn . saicl there ha~ 
b0e11 nn response from thr 
state un providmg noiS<' ahatr
ment frum Kahului Airport op· 
C'l'cll l011:' . 

"\'.·e arc concerned about the 
uncontrolled growth of the air
port. We would like to see thl' 
state follow the laws like any
one else." he said . 

Wh1lc an environmental Im
pact statement would not stop 
the expan::w ... Pitt said it 
would mran the stat£' would 
ha \'t' to add rei's issues of noiH' 
and the potPntial for mcreased 
a1r traff!C'. The statr al::-o would 
need w respond to objections 
raised h·. rc:;ident~. ht' sa1d 

Thf' ~tatt' Hou:~c also ha~ 
urged th<.~t an impact statemrnt 
be prepared before further air
port I:'Xpans10n occurs . A House 
resolution asking for an impact 
statement was approved 111 
April. 



Honorable Daniel J. Kihano 
Speaker, House of Representatives 
Fifteenth State Legislature 
Regular Session of 1989 
State of Hawaii 

Sir: 

STAND. COM. REP. NO. 13TI 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
~PAIL ,,_ , 1989 

RE: H.C.R. No. 137 

Your Committees on Planning, Energy, and Environmental 
Protection and Transportation, to which was referred H.C.R. No. 
137 entitled: 

"HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION REQUESTING AN ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE EXPANSION OF THE KAHULUI AIRPORT," 

beg leave to report as follows: . 
The purpose of this concurrent resolution is to direct the 

Department of Transportation (DOT) to prepare an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) for the expansion of the Kahului Airport 
pursuaht to Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised Statutes. 

In enacting Chapter 343 the legislature found that an 
environmental review process will integrate the review of 
environmental concerns with existing planning processes of the 
State and counties and alert decision-makers to significant 
environmental effects which result from the implementation of 
certain actions. 

Your Committees are hesitant to use legislative directive 
with regards to the preparation of EIS's. However, 
responsibility for enforcement of EIS rules have been 
controversial ever since the 1983 revisions of Chapters 341 and 
343. Legislative actions since 1983 have repeatedly expressed 
the intent to clarify these ambiguities by making it clear that 
the Environmental Council has the ability to issue Declaratory 
rulings with regard to the application of certain rules relative 
to Chapter 343. This issue also brings to light the need for an 

HSCR PEP HCR137 
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STAND. COM. REP. NO. 
Page 2 

administrative appeal procedur~ of an agency's determination. 
While your Committees are concerned with the precedent of 
legislative initiation of specific EIS preparation, the 
particular issue now in question is too serious to suggest a 
delay for legislative clarification of the Council's authority. 

Your Committees finds that the DOT has issued well over 
fifteen nega~ive declaration since 1978 concerning various 
development and expansion projects at the Kahului Airport. 
Section 200-12, State Environmental Impact Statement Rules, 
explicitly directs agencies to consider every phase of a p.r.oposed 
action, the expected consequences, both primary and secondary, 
and the cumulative as well as short and long-term effects of the 
action. various aspects of expanding Kahului Airport, 
individually and collectively, hay have a significant effect on 
the environment; consequently t e preparation of an EIS is 
required by law. 

Your Committees on Planning, Energy, and Environmental 
Protection and Transportation concur with the intent and purpose 
of H.C.R. No. 137 and recommend its adoption. 

COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION 

p OSHIRO, Chairman 

ACHOLA, Member 

HSCR PEP HCR137 
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Respectfully submitted, 

COMMITTEE ON PLANNING, 
ENERGY, AND ENVIRONMENTAL 

PROTECTION 

R~LINGER, Member 



HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
FIFTEENTH LEGISLATURE, 1989 
STATE OF HAWAII 

H.C.R. NO. \37 

HOUSE CONCURRENT 
RESOLUTION 

REQUESTING AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE EXPANSION OF 
THE KAHULUI AIRPORT. 

WHEREAS, in enacting Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised Statutes, 
the Legislature found that the quality of humanity's environment 
is critical to humanity's well-being, that humanity's activities 
have broad and profound effects upon the interrelationships of 
all components of the environment, and that an environmental 
review process will integrate the review of environmental 
concerns with existing planning processes of the State and 
counties and alert decision-makers to significant environmental 
effects, which result from the implementation of certain actions; 
and 

WHEREAS, Section 343-5, Hawaii Revised Statutes, defines the 
circumstances under which environmental assessments will be 
required for agency and applicant actions in order to determine 
potential environmental impact; and 

WHEREAS, Section 200-12, State Environmental Impact 
Statement Rules, directs agencies to consider every phase of a 
proposed action, the expected consequences, both primary and 
secondary, and the cumulative as well as short and long-term 
effects of the action; and 

WHEREAS, the Department of Transportation is responsible for 
airport development within the State and has prepared master 
plans and environmental impact statements for most state 
airports; and 

WHEREAS, there have been at least fifteen negative 
declarations issued since 1978 concerning various development and 
expansion projects at the Kahului Airport and no environmental 
impact statement has yet been released by the Department of 
Transportation; and 

WHEREAS, there have been expressions of citizen concern on 
Maui about the ongoing expansion of the Kahului Airport without 
the prior preparation and public review of an environmental 
impact statement; now, therefore, 
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Poge2 H.C.R. NO. \~7 

BE IT RESOLVED by the House of Representatives of the 
Fifteenth Legislature of the State of Hawaii, Regular Session of 
1989, the Senate concurring, that the Department of 
Transportation is directed to prepare a comprehensive 
environmental impact statement pursuant to Chapter 343, Hawaii 
Revised Statutes, for the short and long-term development of the 
Kahului Airport; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the draft environmental impact 
statement shall be prepared and made available for public review 
not later than January 1, 1990; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that certified copies of this 
Concurrent Resolution be transmitted to the Director of 
Transportation, the Director of the University of Hawaii 
Environmental Center, the Director of the Office of Environmental 
Quality Control, the Chairperson of the State Environmental 
Council, the Mayor of Maui, and the Chairman of the Maui County 
Council. 

OFFE~~ 
MAR 1 7 1989 
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§11-201-21 Appendix G 

SUBCHAPTER 7 

DECLARATORY RULINGS 

§11-201-21 Petitions for Ceclaratory rulings. 
(a) On petition of an interested person or agency, 
the counci 1 may issue a declaratory order as to the 
applicability of any statutory provision or any rule 
or order of the counci 1 and may also make 
determinations under chapter 343, Hawaii Revised 
Statutes. The petition shall conform to the 
requirements of section 11-201-9 and shall contain: 

(1) The name, address, and telephone number of 
each petitioner; 

(2) The signature of each petitioner; 
(3) A designation of the specific provision, 

rule, or order in question, together with a 
statement of the controversy or uncertainty 
involved; 

(4) A statement of the petitioner's interest in 
the subject matter, including the reasons 
for submission of the petition; 

(5) A statement of the petitioner's position or 
contention; and 

(6) A memorandum of authorities, containing a 
full discussion of reasons and legal 
authorities, in support of the position or 
contention. 

(b) The council shall inform the public 
regarding petitions for declaratory rulings in the 
office's periodic bulletin. Within thirty days after 
the submission of a petition for declaratory ruling, 
the council shall either deny the petition in 
writing, stating the reasons for the denial, or issue 
a declaratory order on the matters contained in the 
petition, or set the matter for hearing, as provided 
in section 11-201-23, provided that if the matter is 
set for hearing, the council shall render its 
findings and decision within fifteen days after the 
close of the hearing. Any determination by the 
council regarding the retition for declaratory ruling 
shall be published in the office's periodic 
bulletin. 

(c) The council, without notice or heating, may 
dismiss a petition for declaratory ruling that fails 
in material respect to comply with the requirements 
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511-201-23 

of this section. [Eff. D£C 0 G 1985 ] (Auth: 
HRS 5§91-2, 91-8, 343-6) (Imp: HRS §§91-2, 91-8, 
343-6) 

Sll-201-22 Refusal to issue a declaratory 
order. The council, for good cause, may refuse to 
issue a declaratory order with specific reasons for 
the determination. Without limiting the generality 
of the foregoing, the council may so refuse where: 

(1) The question is speculative or purely 
hypothetical and does not involve existing 
facts, or facts that can be expected to 
exist in the near future; 

(2) The petitioner's interest is not of the type 
that would give the petitioner standing to 
maintain an action if judicial relief is 
sought; 

(3) The issuance of the declaratory order may 
affect the interests of the council in a 
litigation that is pending or may reasonably 
be expected to arise; and 

(4) The matter is not within t~ciiriftdiction of 
the council. [Eff. ] 
(Auth: HRS 5§91-2, 91-8, 343-6) (Imp: HRS 
5§91-2, 91-8, 343-6) 

Sll-201-23 Request for hearing. Although in the 
usual course of disposition of a petition for a 
declaratory ruling no formal hearing shall be granted 
to the petitioner or to a party in interest, the 
council may order the proceeding set down for 
hearing. Any petitioner or party in interest who 
desires a hearing on a petition for a declaratory 
ruling shall set forth in detail in the request the 
reasons, together with supporting affidavits or other 
written evidence and briefs or memoranda of legal 
authorities, why the matters alleged in the petition 
will not permit the fair and expeditious disposition 
of the petition. To the extent that the request for 
a hearing is dependent upon factual assertion, the 
request shall be accompanied by affidavits 
establishing these facts. In the event a hearing is 
ordered by the council, chapter 91, Hawaii Revised 
Statutes, shall govern the proceedings. 
[Eff. DEC 0 6 1985 ] (Auth: HRS §§91-2, 91-8, 
343-6) (Imp: HRS §§91-2, 91-8, 343-6) 
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Sll-201-24 

§11-201-24 Applicability of order. An order 
~isposing of a petition shall apply only to the 
factual situation described in the petition or set 
forth in the or~er. [Eff. DEC 0 S 1985 ) (Auth: 
HRS 5§91-2, 91-8, 343-6) (Imp: HRS §§91-2, 91-8, 
343-6) 

Sll-201-25 Declaratory ruling on counci 1' s own 
motion. Notwithstanding this chapter, the council, 
on its own motion or upon request but without notice 
or hearing, may issue a ~eclaratory order to 
terminate a controversy or to remove uncertainty. 
[Eff. DEC 0 ~ 1985 ) (Auth: HRS §§91-2, 91-8, 
343-6) (Imp: HRS §§91-2, 91-8, 343-6) 
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Appendix H 

S-690 
416:0241 

MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT 

(Minnesota Statutes Annotated, Volume 9: Environmental Protection, Chapter 
1160- State Environmental Policy; Enacted by Laws of 1973, Chapter 412; Amended 
by Laws of 1975, Cbs. 204, 271; Laws of 1976, Ch. 344; Laws of 1980, Cbs. 447, 614; 
Laws of 1982, Ch. 424; Laws of 1983, Ch. 216) 

Administering Agency: Minnesota Environmental Quality Board 
100 Capital Square Building 

1160.01. Purpose. The purposes of 
Laws 1973. Chapter 412 are: (a) to declare 
a state poliq that will encourage produc
tive and enjo) able harmony between man 
and his environment: (b) to promote ef
forts that will prevent or eliminate damage 
to the environment and biosphere and 
stimulate the health and welfare of man: 
and (c) to enrich the understanding of the 
ecological systems and natural resources 
important to the state and to the nation. 

1160.02. Declaration of state en
~ironmental policy. 

Subdivision I. The legislature. recogniz
ing the profound impact of man's activity 
on the interrelations of all components of 
the natural environment. particularly the 
profound innuences of population growth. 
high density urbanization. industrial ex
pansion. resources exploitation. and new 
and expanding technical advances and 
recognizing further the critical importance 
of restoring and maintaining environmen
tal quality to the overall welfare and 
development of man, declares that it is the 
continuing policy of the state government. 
in cooperation with federal and local 
governments. and other concerned public 
and private organizations, to use all prac
tical means and measures, including finan
cial and technical assistance, in a manner 
calculated to foster and promote the 
general welfare, to create and maintain 
conditions under which man and nature 
can exist in productive harmony. and fulfill 

SSO Cedar Street 
St. Paul, Minn. SSIOI 

the social. economic, and other re
quirements of present and future 
generations of the state's people. 

Subd. 2. In order to carr) out the polic) 
set forth in Laws 1973, Chapter 412, it 1s 
the continuing responsibilit) of the state 
government to use all practicable means. 
consistent with other essential con
siderations of state polic). to improve and 
coordinate state plans. functions. 
programs and resources to the end that the 
state may: 

(a) Fulfill the responsibilities of each 
generation as trustee of the environment 
for succeeding generations: 

(b) Assure for all people of the state 
safe, healthful, productive, and aesthetic
ally and culturally pleasing surroundings: 

(c) Discourage ecolog1cally unsound 
aspects of population. economic and 
technological growth, and develop and;.,,. 
plement a policy such that growth occurs 
onl) in an environmentally acceptable 
manner; 

(d) Preserve important historic. cultural. 
and natural aspects of our national 
heritage, and maintain. wherever 
practicable, an environment that supports 
diversity and variety of individual choice; 

(e) Encourage. through education, a 
better understanding of natural resources 
management principles that will develop 
attitudes and styles of living that minimize 
environmental degradation; 

(f) Develop and implement land use and 
environmental policies. plans, and stan
dards for the state as a whole and for ma
jor regions thereof through a coordinated 
program of planning and land use control: 

(g) Define, designate, and protect en
vironmental!\ sensitive areas: 

(h) Establi-sh and maintain statewide en
vironmental information systems sufficient 
to gauge environmental conditions: 

(i) Practice thrift in the use of energ) 
and maximize the use of energy efficient 
systems for the utilization of energ). and 
minimize the environmental impact from 
energy production and use; 

(j) Preserve important existing natural 
habitats of rare and rndangered species of 
plants, wildlife, and fish. and provide for 
the wisl' use of our remaining areas of 
natural habitation. including necessar) 
protecuve measures where appropriate: 

(k) Reduce wasteful practices "hich 
generate solid wastes: 

(I) Minimize wasteful and unnecessary 
depletion of nonrenewable resources: 

(m) Conserve natural resources and 
minimize environmental impact b) en
couraging extension of product lifetime, b) 
reducing the number of unnecessar~ and 
wasteful materials practices. and b) rec)cl· 
ing materials to conserve both materials 
and en erg): 

(n) Improve management of rene"able 
resources in a manner compatible "ith en
vironmental protection: 
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416:0242 

(o) Provide for reclamation of mined 
lands and assure that any mining is ac
complished in a manner compatible with 
environmental protection: 

(p) Reduce the deletenous impact on air 
and water qualit) from all sources. in
cluding the deleteriou~ environmental im
pact due to operation of vehicles with in
ternal combustion engines in urbanized 
areas: 

(q) Minimize noise, particularly in 
urban areas: 

(rl Prohibit, where appropriate, nood 
plain development in urban and rural 
areas: and 

(s) Encourage advanced waste treatment 
in abating "ater pollution. 

1160.03. Action by state agencies. Sub
di~ision I. The legislature authorizes and 
directs that, to the fullest extent practic
able the policies, regulations and public 
laws of the state shall be interpreted and 
administered in accordance with the poli
cies set forth in sections 1160.01 to 
1160.06. 

Subd. 2. All departments and agenc1e~ 
of the state government shall : 

(a) On a continuous basis. seek to 
strengthen relationships between state. 
regional, local and federal-state en
vironmental planning. development and 
management programs: 

(b) Utilize a S)Stematic. inter
disciplinar) approach that will insure the 
integrated use of the natural and social 
sciences and the environmental arts in 
planning and in decision making which 
rna) have an impact on man's environ
ment: as an aid in accomplishing this pur
pose there shall be established ad1·isory 
councils or other forums for consultation 
with persons in appropriate fields of 
specialization so as to ensure that the latest 
and most authoritative findings will be 
considered in administrative and 
regulator) decision making as quick I) and 
as amply as possible: 

(c) ldentif) and develop methods and 
procedures that will ensure that en
vironmental amenities and values. whether 
quantified or not. will be given at least 
equal consideration in decision making 
along with economic and technical con
sideration: 

(d) Study, develop. and describe ap
propriate alternatives to recommend 
courses of action in an} proposal which in
volves unresolved connicts concerning 
alternative uses of available resources: 

(e) Recognize the worldwide and long 
range character of environmental 
problems and. where consistent with the 
polic) of the state. lend appropriate sup
port to initiatives. resolutions. and 
programs designed to maximize interstate. 
national and international cooperation in 
anticipating and preventing a decline in the 
quality of mankind's world environment; 

(f) Make available to the federal govern
ment. counties. municipalities. institutions 
and individuals. information useful in 
restoring. maintaining. and enhancing the 
qual it) of the environment, and in meeting 
the policies of the state as set forth in laws 
1973. Chapter 412 : 

(g) Initiate the gathering and utilization 
of ecological information in the planning 
and development of resource oriented pro
jects; and 

(h) Undertake. contract for or fund such 
research as is needed in order to determine 
and clarif) effects b) known or suspected 
pollutants which rna) be detrimental to 
human health or to the environment. as 
well as to evaluate the feasibility. safet) 
and environmental effects of various 
methods of dealing with pollutants. 

1161).04. [n1 ironmental impact 
statements. 

Subd. Ia. For the purposes of sections 
1160.01 to 1160.07. the following terms 
ha1·e the meanings given to them in this 
subdivision. 

(a) "Natural resources" has the mean
ing given it in section 1168.02. subdivision 
4. 

(b) "Pollution. impairment or destruc
tion" has the meaning given it in section 
116B.D2. subdivision 5. 

( c ) " E n ,. i r o n m en t a I a s s e s s m e n t 
worksheet" means a brief document which 
is designed to set out the basic facts 
necessar) to determine whether an en
vironmental impact statement is required 
for a proposed action. 

(d) "Governmental action" means ac
tivities, including projects wholl) or par
tial!) conducted . permitted. assisted. 
financed. regulated or approved b) units of 
government including the federal govern
ment. 

(e) "Governmental unit" means an) 
state agency and an) general or special 
purpose unit of government in the state in
cluding. but not limited to. watershed dis
tricts organized under chapter 112. coun
ties. towns. cities. port authorities and 
housing authorities. but not including 
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courts. school dist riels and regional 
development commission .~ other than the 
metropolitan council. 

Subd. 2. (Repealed) 
Subd. 2a. Where there is potential for 

significant environmental effects resulting 
from an} major governmental action. the 
action shall be preceded b) a detailed en
vironmental impact statement prepared b) 
the responsible governmental unit . The en
vironmental impact statement shall be an 
analytical rather than an encyclopedic 
document which describes the proposed 
action in detail. anal)zes its significant en
vironmental impacts. discusses ar
propriate alternatives to the proposed ac
tion and their impacts. and explores 
method~ b) which adverse environmental 
impacts of an action could be mitigated . 
The environmental impact statement shall 
also anal)ze those economic. employment 
and sociological effects that cannot be 
avoided should the action be implemented . 
To ensure its use in the decision making 
process. the environmental impact state
ment shall be prepared as early as practical 
in the formulation of an action . 

(a) The board shall b) rule establish 
categories of actions for which en
vironmental impact statements and for 
which environmental assessment 
worksheets shall be prepared as well as 
categories of actions for which no en
vironmental review is required under this 
section. 

(bl The responsible governmental unit 
shall prompt!) publish notice of the com
pletion of an environmental assessment 
worksheet in a manner to be determined b\ 
the board and shall provide copies of th~ 
environmental assessment worksheet to 
the board and its member agencies 
Comments on the need for an environmen
tal impact statement ma) be submitted to 
the resronsible governmental unit during a 
30 da~ period following publication of the 
notice th;ll an environmental assessment 
worksheet has been completed. The 
responsible governmental unit's decision 
on the need for an environmental impact 
statement shall be based on the en
vironmental assessment worksheet and the 
comments received during the comment 
period. and shall be made within 15 da) ~ 
after the dose of the comment period. The 
hoard's chairman ma) extend the 15 da) 
period b) not more than 15 additional days 
upon the request of the responsible 
governmental unit. 
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(c) An environmental assessment 
worksheet shall also be prepared for a 
proposed action whenever material 
evidence accompan) ing a petition b) not 
less than 25 individuals. submitted before 
the proposed project has received final ap
proval b) the appropriate governmental 
units, demonstrates that, because of the 
nature or location of a proposed action. 
there rna) be potential for ~ignificant en
vironmental effects. Petitions requesting 
the preparation of an en\·ironmental 
assessment worksheet shall be submitted 
to the board. The chairman of the board 
shall determine the appropriate re
sponsible governmental unit and forward 
the petition to it. A decision on the need 
for an environmental assessment work
sheet shall be made by the responsible 
governmental unit within 15 da) s after 
the petition is received b) the responsible 
governmental unit. The board's chairman 
may extend the 15 day period by not more 
than 15 additional days upon request of 
the responsible governmental unit. 

(d) The board rna), prior to final ap
proval of a proposed project. require 
preparation of an environmental assess
ment worksheet b) a responsible 
governmental unit selected b) the board 
for any action where environmental review 
under this section has not been specificall) 
provided for by rule or otherwise initiated. 

(e) An earl) and open process shall be 
utilized to limit the scope of the en
vironmental impact statement to a discus
sion of those impacts, which. because of 
the nature or location of the project, have 
the potential for significant environmental 
effects. The same process shall be utilized 
to determine the form, content and level of 
detail of the statement as well as the alter
natives which are appropriate for con
sideration in the statement. In addition. 
the permits which will be required for the 
proposed action shall be identified during 
the scoping process. Further. the process 
shall identify those permits for which in
formation will be developed concurrently 
with the environmental impact statement. 
The board shall provides in its rules for the 
expeditous completion of the scoping 
process. The determinations reached in the 
process shall be incorporated into the 
order requiring the preparation of an en
vironmental impact statement. 

(f) Whenever practical, information 
needed by a governmental unit for making 

final decisions on permits or other actions 
required for a proposed project shall be 
developed in conjunction with the prepara
tion of an environmental impact state
ment. 

(g) An environmental impact statement 
shall be prepared and its adequacy deter
mined within 280 days after notice of its 
preparation unless the time is extended b) 
consent of the parties or b) the governor 
for good cause. The responsible 
governmental unit shall determine the 
adequac) of an environmental impact 
statement. unless within 60 days afler 
notice is published that an environmental 
impact statement will be prepared. the 
board chooses to determine the adequacy 
of an environmental impact statement. If 
an environmental impact statement is 
found to be inadequate, the responsible 
governmental unit shall have 60 days to 
prepare an adequate environmental impact 
statement. 

Subd. 3. [Repealed) 

Subd. Ja. Within 90 days after final ap
proval of an environmental impact state
ment, final decisions shall be made by the 
appropriate governmental units on those 
permits which were identified as required 
and for which information was developed 
concurrent!) with the preparation of the 
environmental impact statement. Provid
ed, however. that the 90 da) period may be 
extended where a longer period is required 
b) federal law or state statute or is con
sented to b) the permit applicant. The per
mit decision shall include the reasons for 
the decision. including an) conditions un
der which the permit is issued. together 
with a final order granting or denying the 
permit. 

Subd. 4. [Repealed) 

Subd. 4a. The board shall b) rule 
identify alternative forms of environmen
tal review which will address the same 
issues and utilize similar procedures as an 
environmental impact statement in a more 
timeh or more efficient manner to be 
utiliz~d in lieu of an environmental impact 
statement. 

Subd. 5. [Repealed) 

Subd. 5a. The board shall. b) Januar) I. 
19M I. promulgate rules in conform it} with 
this chapter and the provisions of chapter 
15. establishing: 
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(a) The governmental unit which shall be 
responsible for environmental review of a 
proposed action: 

(b) The form and content of en
vironmental assessment worksheets: 

(c) A scoping process in conformance 
with subdivision 2a. clause (e): 

(d) A procedure for identifying during 
the scoping process the permits necessar) 
for a proposed action and a process for 
coordinating review of appropriate perm1ts 
with the preparation of the environmental 
impact statement: 

(e) A standard format for environ
mental impact statements: 

(I)' Standards for determining the alter
natives to be discussed in an environmental 
impact statement: 

(g) Alternative forms of environmental 
review which are acceptable pursuant to 
subdivision 4a: 

(h) A model ordinance which rna) be 
adopted and implemented by local 
gmernmental units in lieu of the en
vironmental impact statement process re
quired by this section. providing for an 
alternative form of environmental reviev. 
where an action, does not require a state 
agenc) permit and is consistent with an 
applicable compr.ehensive plan. The· model 
ordinance shall provide for adequate con
sideration of appropriate altemativ.es. and 
shall ensure that decisions are made in ac
cordance with the policies~ .1d. purposes of 
laws 1980, Cha·pter 447; 

(i) Procedures to: reduce paperwork and 
delay through intergovernmental coopera
tion and the elimination of unnecessa'l} 
duplication of environmental! reviews: 

(j~ Procedures for exped.i.trng the selec
tion of consultants b) the governmentaU 
unit responsible for the preparation ofr an 
environmental impact statc:ment: and: 

(k) Any additional rules whicf!J, are 
re-.tsonabl} necessary to carr) out Lh.c: re
quirements or this section. 

Subd. 6. No state action significant!) 
affecting the qualit.> of the environment 
shall be allowed. nor shall any permit for 
natural resources management and 
development be granted. where such action 
or permit has caused or is likely to cause 
pollution, impairment. or destruction of 
the air. water. land or other natural 
resources located within the state. so long 
as there is a feasible and prudent alter
native consistent with the reasonable re
quirements of the public health. safet). and 
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welfare and the state's paramount concern 
for the protection of its air. water. land and 
other natural resources from pollution. im
pairment. or destruction. Economic con
siderations alone shall not justify such con
duct. 

Subd. 6a. Prior to the preparation of a 
final environmental impact statement. the 
governmental unit responsible for the 
statement shall consult wrth and request 
the comments of every governmental office 
which has jurisdiction b.> Ia" or special ex
pertise with respect to an} environmental 
effect involved. Copies of the drafts of such 
statements and the comments and views of 
the appropriate offices shall be made 
available to the public. The final detailed 
environmental impact statement and the 
comments received thereon shall precede 
final decisions on the proposed action and 
shall accompany the proposal through an 
administrative review process. 

Subd. 7. Regardless of whether a detail
ed written environmental impact statement 
is required by the board to accompany an 
application for a permit for natural 
resources management and development. 
or a recommendation. project. or program 
for action. officials responsible for 
issuance of aforementioned permits or for 
other activities described herein shall give 
due consideration to the provisions of 
Laws 1973. Chapter 412. as set forth in 
section 116D.03. in the execution of their 
duties. 

Subd. 8. In order to facilitate coordina
tion of environmental decision making and 
the timel} review of agency decisions. the 
board shall establish by regulation a 
procedure for early notrce to the board and 
the public of natural resource management 
and development permit applications and 
other impending state actions having 
significant environmental effects. 

Subd. 9. Prior to the final decision upon 
an} state project or action significant!} 
affecting the environment or for which an 
environmental impact statement is re
quired, or within ten days thereafter. the 
board may delay implementation of the ac
tion or project by notice to the agency or 
department and to interested parties. 
Thereafter. within 45 days of such notice. 
the board rna} reverse or modify the 
decisions or proposal where it finds. upon 
notice and hearing. that the action or pro
ject is inconsistent with the policy and 
standards of sections 116D.OI to 116D.06. 
Any aggrieved party may seek judicial 
review pursuant to chapter 14. 

Subd. 10. Decisions on the need for an 
environomental assessment worksheet. the 
need for an environmental impact state
ment and the adequacy of an environ
mental impact statement may be reviewed 
b.> a declaratory judgment action in the 
district court of the county wherein the 
proposed action. or any part thereof. 
would be undertaken. Judicial review 
under this section shall be initiated within 
30 days after the governmental unit makes 
the decision, and a bond rna} be required 
under section 562.02 unless at the time of 
hearing on the application for the bond 
the plaintiff has shown that the claim has 
sufficient possibility of success on the 
merits to sustain the burden required 
for the issuance of a temporar} restraining 
order. Nothing in this section shall be 
construed to alter the requirements for a 
temporary restraining order or a pre
liminar} injunction pursuant to the Minne
sota Rules of Civil Procedure for District 
Courts. The board may initiate judicial re
vie" of decisions referred to herein and 
may intervene as of right in any proceeding 
brought under this subdivision. 

Subd. II. If the board or govern
mental unit which is required to act within 
a time period specified in this section fails 
to so act, any person may seek an order of 
the district court requiring the board or 
governmental unit to immediately take the 
action mandated by subdivisions 2a and 
3a. 

Subd. 12. No attempt need be made to 
tabulate, analyze or otherwise evaluate 
the potential impact of elections made pur
suant to section 116C.63, subdivision 4. 
in environmental impact statements done 
for large electric power facilities. It is 
sufficient for purposes of this chapter that 
such statements note the existence of 
section 116C.63. subdivision 4. 

116D.045 En~ironmental impact 
statements; costs. Subdivision I. The board 
shall. no later than January I. 1977. by 
rule adopt procedures to assess the 
proposer of a specific action. when the 
proposer is a private person. for 
reasonable costs of preparing and dis
tributing an environmental impact state
ment on that action required pursuant to 
section 116D.04. Such costs shall be deter
mined by the responsible agency pursuant 
to the rules promulgated by the board in 
accordance with subdivision 5 and shall be 
assessed for projects for which an en
vironmental impact statement preparation 
notice has been issued after February 15. 
1977. 
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Subd. 2. In the event of a disagreement 
between the proposer of the action and the 
responsible agenc} over the cost of an en
vironmental impact statement. the respon
sible agency shall consult wrth the board. 
which rna} modif} the cost or determine 
that the cost assessed b) the responsible 
agency is reasonable. 

Subd. 3. The proposer shall pa) the 
assessed cost to the board. All mone~ 
received pursuant to this subdivision shall 
be deposited in the general fund. 

Subd. 4. No :I!!Cnl·~ or gol'crnmcntal ,uh
division shall commence with the prepara
tion of an environmental impact statement 
until at least one-half of the assessed co<;t 
of the environmental impact statement i' 
paid pursuant to subdivision 3. Other la1" 
notwithstanding. no state agenc~ ma~ 
issue any permits for the construction or 
operation of a project for which an en
vironmental impact statement is prepared 
until the ;r"c"cd l.."ll\l f'or the t:nl·irnnmcn
tal impact statement has been paid in full 

Subd. 5. For actions proposed b) a 
private person there shall be no assessment 
for preparation and distribution of an en
vironmental impact statement for an ac
tion which has a total value less than one 
million dollars. For actions which are 
greater than one million dollars but Je<;<; 
than ten million dollars. the assessment to 
the proposer as determined b) the agenc~ 
shall not exceed .3 percent of the total 
value except that the total value shall not 
include the first one million dollars of' 
value. For actions the value of which e\
ceed ten million dollars but are less than 50 
million dollars. an additional charge rna~ 
be made to the proposer by the agenc~ 
which will not exceed .2 percent of each 
one million dollars of value over ten 
million dollars. For actions which are 
greater than 50 million dollars in total 
value. an additional charge rna~ he made 
to the proposer b) the agenc~ which "ill 
not exceed .I percent of each one millron 
dollars of value over 50 million dollars . 
The proposer shall pay the assessed cost to 
the board when a state agenc~ i' 
designated the responsible agenc). All 
money received b) the board pursuant to 
this subdivision shall be deposited in the 
general fund. The proposer shall pa) the 
assessed cost to the designated lead agcnc) 
when such agenc} is a local unit of govern
ment. 

1161UI5. Retiew ofauthorit~. report. <\II 
agencies or the state govern men! shall 
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review their present statutory authority, 
administrative rules, and current policies 
and procedures for the purpose of deter
mining whether there are any deficiencies 
or inconsistencies therein that prohibit full 
compliance with the purposes and provi
sions of sections 1160.01 to 1160.06, and 
shall propose to the governor not later 
than July I, 1974, such measures as may 
be necessary to bring their authority and 
policies into conformity with the intent, 
purposes, and procedures set forth in Laws 
1973, Chapter 412. 

1160.06. Effect of existing obligations. 
Subdivision I. Nothing in section 1160.03 
to 116.05 shall in any wa} affect the 
specific statutor} obligations of an) state 
agency to (a) compl) with criteria or stan
dards of environmental qualit). (b) coor
dinate or consult with any federal or state 
agency, or (c) act or refrain from acting 
contingent upon the recommendations or 
certification of an) other state agency or 
federal agency. 

Subd. 2. Policies are supplemental. The 
policies and goals set forth in sections 
1160.01 to 1160.06 are supplementar) to 
those set forth in existing authorizations of 
state agencies. 

1160.07. Gmernor, report required. The 
governor shall transmit to the legislature 
and make public b) November 15 of each 
year an environmental quality report 
which shall set forth: 

(I) The status and condition of the ma
jor natural, manmade, or altered en
vironmental classes of the state, including. 
but not limited to. the air, the aquatic. and 
the terrestrial environment. including. bu1 
not limiled to, the forest, dryland, wei land. 
range, urban. suburban. and rural environ
ment; 

(2) Current and forseeable trends in the 
qualit), management and utilization of 
such environments and the effects of those 
trend~ on the social. economic and other 
requirements of the state; 

(3) The adequacy of available natural 
resources for fulfilling human and 
economic requirements of the stale in the 
lighl of expected population pressures; 

(4) A review of the programs and ac
tivilies, including regulatory activities. of 
the federal government in the slate. the 
slale and local government. and non
governmental entities or individuals. with 
particular reference to their effecl on the 
environment and on the conser\·ation. 
development and utiliLalion of naiUral 
resources; 

(5) ."\ program for remedying the 
deficiencies of existing programs and ac
livities. logether with recommendalions 
for legislation; 

(6) A review of identified, potentiall} 
feasible programs and projects for solving 
exisling and future natural resources 
problems; 
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(7) Measures as may be necessary to 
hring si;Jie guvernmenl statutory authoril}. 
administrative regulations and current 
policies into conformit} with the intent, 
purposes. and procedures sel forth in La"s 
1973, Chapter 412; 

(H) The status of statewide natural 
resources plans; and 

(9) A statewide inventory of natural 
resources projects, consisting of (a) a 
description of all existing and proposed 
public natural resources works or Im
provements to be undertaken in the com
ing biennium by state agencies or with 
state funds, (b) a biennial tabulation of In

itial investmenl costs and operation and 
maintenance costs for both existing and 
proposed projects. (c) an analysis of the 
relalionship of existing state projects to all 
existing public natural resources works of 
improvement undertaken b) local. 
regional. state-federal, and federal agen
cies with funds other than slate funds. and 
(d) an analysis of the relationship of 
proposed state projects to local. regional. 
state-federal. and federal plans. 

The purpose of this environmental quali-
1~ rcporl hy 1he governor is to provide 
lhl· inl'ormalion necessar~ for lhe legis
I:Jiur.: lo assess lhe existing and possible 
lulllr.: cconomil· impacl on sl;.lle govern
m.:nl ol' capito.ll inveslmenh in and m<.Jin
l.:n:mL·.: co•as of nalural resources "orks 
"" improvcmenl. 
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Appendix I 

EAWProcess 
RGU determines F.A W is ~ 

RGU BRJOYCS F.A W fc.'l' dislrbJiioo 

RGU senis F.A W t» db1ribuljoo 1m 

RGU isslrs ~ release 

RGU decides if project needs EIS 
and~ 10 commeniS 

RGU disttibutes notice of decision 

Notice pu~ in ~B MooilCJ' 
7 to 21 days after niiiiix Of decision 

I 
I 

.. , 
I 
I 

I 
I 

1 10 s WCiking days 

1 1D S WCJicing days 

7 ro 21 calerm days 

30 calendar dlys 

Gftly - indiA:u 
ICii:N lila .... ,-
IM:f • p:riad flliml 

3 waicing days ID 30 days"!' 

1 to s waking days 

I 7 10 21 calendar days 

I 

~LL "can vary depending on RGU 
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The EQB Slaff will be revising the EA W fcrm in 1989. In this revision we will be trying to make a clearer 
separatioo of the "data pations" from the "coo:lusioos" !D that the division of IeSJX)llSibilities between the 
POJXllt'l' and RGU is clearer. 

Deciding on the Need for an EIS 
SlrniR nl QtBta. As irxficated at the beginning of this chaprt7, lhe tximarY puqo;c d the EA W p-ocess is' 
to Jl'(7t'iOO the 1acts necdOO ro delfmline if an EJS is ~ fir lhe pq;:a. 

"AD EIS sbaD be ordered for projects that baw the potential for ~nt ell\'b:uJmeuell efFects." 
(Part 4410.1700, subpt. 1.) 

''In deciding wbetber a project bas the poteDtial b signii"'JC81lt enviromneotal eft'eds the RGU sball 
compare the impacts that may reaumbly be expected to occur from the project with the criteria in thii 
rule." (Subpt. 6.) 

''Criteria. In deciding whether a project bas tbe potential for sipiftcant environmental efFects, tbe 
following factors sbaD be amidered: 

A. Type, e:xlenl, and reversibility qf environmental effects; 
B. Cumulalive potenlial effects of related or anticipaled future projects; 
C. The extenJ 10 which environmental f/fects are subject to miligalion by ongoing, public regplatory 

OJIJhoriry; and 
D. The extenJ 10 which environmental f/fects can be tJIJiicipated and controlled as a result if other 

envir011111ental stJJIJies undertaken by public ~s or the project proposer, or· of EJS' s. pmdously 
prepared (Subpt. 7.) 

It is not sufficient ro rely en the abseoce of CK!verse cmunents to juslify a dc:cisial rn 10 CJd::r an EI&. 1ibe 
RGU 1m a legal ooligation to examine the 1acts and draw its own oonclusioos a11out !he sigpifiram: of 
porential environmerual effects. 

Racard of Decision To be legally defensible, !he RGU's dec:isioo ~ be documented in a writm Jlalld 
conraining "spx:ifk fmdings of fact" regarding !he above four f3aors and lhe infamalion on the ~·s 
porential environmerual effects as revealed in the EA W and any ~ ta:eived. 11ae is no specific 
foonat that must be used b this recml; it may be a sp:cia11y pqmed cb:ument a a sectioo d !be minutes 
a odrz recad routincly maintained by the RGU. The impa1allt thing is !hal there be eviderr.e lbat the RGU 
todc a "hard lode" at each rea<mably likely envktnnenlal effect of lhe~t m ~ by lbe EA W and 
comnunents, drew a rea<mable coo:lusicn ~ the significance d each efict basal on the mas dildaied 
and the four aiieria listed above, and at the elll naJe a rea!DI18ble cox:h&>n abool whether tbe pujea had 
the JX>1fntia1 fa significant enviroomemal dlects. 

One way to aganize the fimings of fact in the recad of decisim is liXDding to the various ~ of 
enviraunental dlects listed in the E.·'·, V fcrm. (The EQB sraff will ampt in the 1989 revision of the EA W 
farn to give a clearer identifX:alion uf ca::h type of effect ~ by each irem, and to improve their mler 
in the EAW fcrm.) 
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Procedural Changes in the Decision Process Made in 1988 
'T'nq rA 11'8 Declslcn If the decision is made by a lmrd er COtJOCil, it is now necessary only to wait three 
waking days after the end of the comment period to make the decision insm1 of 10 working days. Since the 
comment perm nonnally ends on a Wedresday, the decisim may re l1lOOe ~early~ the following Monday. 

Pollpa*VJ a Decision n l1e Evelt h1'Dt11il bikmiBikrlls l..acldrG· A new provision has lx:en OOded (subJX. 2a) 

whk:h J!Ovides f<r up to a 30-day delay in making the EIS decision in the event that the RGU concludes that 
" .. .infoonal:ioo necessary to a realDled decisim about the JX)tfntial for, er significance of, me or more 
enviraunental im~ts is lacldng, but could be reaDlably obained. ... " Note that a delay may occur mly if 
infamalion crllil:ol to the EIS need decision is Ja;king and not simply because one information which could 
have been bv;luded was not in the FA W. The new provision acknowledges that alternatively the RGU may 
an:ltKE that the puject has the potential fer significant envirorunental effects - in the absence of infamation 
demonslrating the contrary - and perl"onn studies ~ part of the EIS to gather infamation about the uocenain 
imp!ClS. 

Respaucq m CoiliBiiS. Provisions were a!kled in 1988 requiring the RGU to make a specific written 
~ to ea:h sub;tantive and timely comment received on the FA W ~ part of the record of decision, am 
to send a cqJy (of at least the relevent JX)ttions) to the oommenter. (This has been routine proctice for many 
RGUs over the years anyway, but now is a legal requirement) In respoOOing to comments, similar canments 
may be grouped together and given a single, joint response. 

ConunentingonanEAVV 
PIKt 4410.1600 SlaleS that canmenters should~ the a:.cura:y and completeness of the l1'l8felial; potential 
impiCIS that waoant further investig:.u ... lJCfore the puject is commenced; and the need for an EIS. 

It is the experience of the EQB Sl3ff u -L U>millenters often mislakenly pla;e their emphasis on the FA W 
documenlmlher than on lhe EA. W Jlf'OCUS. Canmenters are reminded that there are no "dmft'' and "final" 

versix1s of an FA W. Cmsequeuly, it is not helpful to p;>int out enurs or ornissiom in the text of an FA W 
~ these canments are ~ by Slalements alx>ut what should be dale alx>ut lhe enors or 
OlllBm Funhennore, lhe oommenter must recognize that lhe coorses of a:tion available to the RGU within 
the EA. w pa:ess .e 1imiJed to lhe following: 

• Decide m the need fer an EJS within 30 days of the em of the comment period OOsed on the FA W 
and lhe axnments received; 

• Posqxlne a decisim b up to 30 days to gather IKiditiona1 information which is crllkal to the EIS 
decmJ; <r 

• In an extreme c:iramslm:e wilhdraw lhe FA W and Slart over - this can mly re justified if lhe 
project descrlpdon in the EA. W is g:> incomplete er ina:curate that reviewers are not given a fair 
chance to review the true poject. 

It is the opinion of the EQB Slaff that there is a bwden UJXX1 ea:h canmenting agency to ~ a reaDlable 
effcrt to aaange with the RGU <r proposer to get any infonnation missing in the EA W which it feels is 
im1XJ1ant to its review within the 30 day comment period. Any reviewer who finds that infcrmation needed 
fer his or her review is la;king should call the contact peiDl listed in the EA W ~ soon ~ possible to ~ 

gelling fw1her information. 
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